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a combination of two kinds of problems in the Ej's: the pure unification problem with free 
(uninterpreted) constants and the constant-elimination problem. The constant-elimination problem 
is to find, given terms t i, l<_i_~m and free constants ci, l~_i~_m, all substitutions o'such that for all 
i with l_~i~_m, r i is equal to some ti' that does not contain % 
The soundness and completeness of the method shows, that a disjoint combination of theories is 
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finitary solvable. In particular, any combination of finitary unifying regular theories, of Boolean 
rings, of Abelian groups or of theories with terminating basic narrowing, is of unification-type 
finitary. As a special case, unification in a combination of a free Boolean ring with free function 
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1. Introduction 
Unification of terms with respect to an equational theory E (Plotkin, 1972, Siekmann, 
1975, Siekmann, 1986, Siekmann, 1989) is the following probIem: Given a set of 
equations F = ( s l  = t l  . . . . .  s n = tn)E ,  find all substitutions a, such that all equations are 
solved with respect to ~ i.e. E implies ors i = o't i for all i. Usually, one is only interested 
in finding a representation f all solutions. There are several theories E for which a 
unification algorithm or a unification procedure is known, for example commutafivity (C), 
associativity and commutativity or Abelian semigroups (AC), Boolean rings (BR) and 
Abelian groups (AG). For a survey and further references ee (Siekmann, 1986, 
Siekmann, 1989). 
In general the terms that are allowed as input for a unification algorithm of a theory E 
are restricted to consist of variables and function symbols that belong to ~ for example a
BR-unification algorithm allows only terms built with +,*,0,I and free constants. All 
useful unification algorithms known so far accept erms built with a fixed set of theory 
function symbols and arbitrary free constants. However, it is an open problem how to 
const ruct  from an E-unification algorithm for E-pure terms (i.e. without free 
(uninterpreted) constants) a unification algorithm that also accepts terms including free 
constants (Btirckert, 1986, Btirckert, 1987). H.-J. Btirckert and the author gave an 
example where unification becomes undecidable after the addition of free constants 
(Btirckert, 1986, Schmidt-SchauB, 1987a). We exclude this problem by assuming that 
every E-unification procedure accepts term that may contain free constants, as it is the 
case for all known algorithms. 
The application of unification algorithms would be rather estricted if only terms 
containing the function symbols belonging to E and free constants are possible as input. 
In Automated Deduction Systems, for example, Skolem-functions, i.e., free (or 
uninterpreted) function symbols, frequently occur and terms containing both theory 
symbols and free function symbols have to be unified. A similar situation arises in 
completion procedures modulo a congruence (Lankford & Ballantyne, 1977, Huet, 1980, 
Jouannaud & H.Kirchner, 1984), where in general a unification algorithm for an 
equational theory plus free function symbols is required. 
The combination of unification algorithms for theories with disjoint sets of function 
symbols has been considered first by M. Stickel (1975), (1981), M. Livesey and J. 
Siekmann (1978) and F. Fages (1984) for the associative-commutative case. The 
algorithms accept terms built with several AC-function symbols and free function 
symbols. A more general combination problem was tackled by K. Yelick, (1987), C. 
Kirchner, (1985), E. Tidtn (1986), and A. Herold (1986). They developed algorithms 
for a combination of equational theories that obey some restrictions. C. Kirchner (1985) 
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requires the theories to be simple. K.Yelick (1987) and A. Herold (1986) require the 
theories to be regular and collapse-free and E. Tid6n (1986a, 1986b) considered the more 
general case of collapse-free theories. However, these requirements exclude several 
interesting theories such as Boolean rings, Abelian groups, or the theory of an 
associative-commutative function symbol together with a unit-element. 
We loosen these restrictions to allow arbitrary theories in a disjoint combination and 
present a method to construct a unification procedure for a disjoint combination of 
theories. The presented procedure can be seen as an extension of C. Kirchner's method to 
transform systems of multi-equations. The idea of constant-abstraction (Livesey & 
Siekmann, 1978, Herold, 1986) is indispensible and used heavily in our procedure. We 
show that in order to solve unification problems in a combination, it is sufficient to have a 
unification algorithm for terms with free constants for each involved theory and a solution 
method for constant-elimination problems in each of these theories. 
If the theories in a combination have finitary unification algorithms and finitary 
constant-elimination algorithms, then our procedure terminates and returns a finite, 
complete set of unifiers for any given unification problem in the combined theory. The 
following four kinds of theories atisfy these restrictions and thus any combination of 
them has a finitary unification algorithm: 
i) E is regular and has a finitary unification algorithm. 
ii) E is the theory of free Abelian groups. 
iii) Eis the theory of free Boolean rings. 
iv) E admits a canonical term rewriting system and basic narrowing terminates 
with respect to this term rewriting system. 
The general procedure can be used as a unification procedure, that enumerates complete 
sets of unifers, even if some particular theory is not finitary. 
Recently, A. Boudet, J.-P. Jouannaud and the author (Boudet et. al., 88) developed a 
unification procedure for a combination of an arbitrary and a simple theory. In (Schmidt- 
Schaug, 1987) some specializations of the general procedure are given. 
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we give some basic definitions and in 
section 3 and 4 we analyse the properties of a combination of theories, which are needed 
for the completeness proof in section 7. Section 5 deals with the basic transformation 
rules used for unification algorithms. In section 6 the procedure for the general 
combination is presented. This section can be understood without reading sections 3 and 
4. In section 7 we prove soundness, termination and completeness of the general 
procedure. Section 8 presents methods to solve constant-elimination problems, and 
section 9 states ome consequences of the results in the previous ections. In section 10 a 
decidability result for unification in a combination is given. 
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2. Equat iona l  Theor ies  
We assume the reader to be familiar with terms, substitutions and algebras (Huet & 
Oppen, 1980, Huet, 1980, Siekmann, 1989). 
A signature 2; is a set of function symbols, given with their arities. Nullary function 
symbols are also called constant symbols. A Y-,-algebra A (Burris & Sankappanavar, 
1981, Gr~itzer, 1979) is a pair (A, OPA), where A is the (nonempty) carrier and OP A is a 
set of 2;-indexed operators fA: A n --+ A, wheref ~ 2; has arity n. Given two .Z-algebras A
= (A,OPA) and ~ = (B,OPB), a Y-,-homomorphism ~0: A ---) B is a mapping ~o.'A --->B, such 
that ggfA(al ..... an) ) = fB(tpa I ..... cpa n) for all elements aisA, l~_~n, where n is the arity 
off .  
The set of terms q(T,,V) is defined over a signature Z, and a countably infinite set of 
variables V. ff(X,V) can be turned into a T-algebra when we use for an n-aryf  ~ Z the 
(term-forming) operator fT(,v,V) mapping t 1 ..... t n to the term f(t 1 ..... tn). The X-algebra 
q(2J, V) is a free T-algebra. We shall use hd(t) to denote the top level function symbol of a 
nonvariable t rm t. The set of variables occurring in some syntactic object O is denoted by 
V(O). The size of a term t, denoted by size(O, is the number of symbols contained in t. 
A substitution cris an endomorphism onq(Z,V) that changes at most finitely many 
variabIes. The set of all substitutions i denoted by SUBx.  Substitutions can be 
represented by a set of variable-term pairs o" = {x I #- t 1 ..... Xn~--- tn} with x i ~ t i. The set 
DOM(r := {Xl ..... xn) is called the domain of o-, the set COD(g) := {t 1 ..... tn} is its 
codomain, and the set of variables introduced by o" is denoted as I(cy) := V(COD(cr)). 
The identical substitution is denoted by Id. The composition cro% or simply o-7 of two 
substitutions o" and z is the usual composition: (crz)t = cr(v(t)) for term t. Given two 
substitutions ~ and "v, if we have o-x = zx for all x~DOM(cr) r3 DOM(z), then the union 
o'ov is defined as (crcJv)x = ox, i fx  ~ DOM(cr), (cr~v)x = ~x, i fx  ~ DOM(v)  and 
(r = x, otherwise. The restriction of a substitution crto a set of variables W is the 
substitution Cr/W with cr/wx = o-x for x ~ W and ~/wx = x, otherwise. If U is a set of 
substitutions, we use U/W for the set {Cr/W/cy ~ U}. A substitution cr is called 
i dempotent ,  iff crcr = or. Note that cris idempotent, i f fDOM(cr)  ~ [(cr) = ~ (Eder, 
1985). A renaming  p is a substitution with COD(p)  c V, which is injective on 
DOM(p).  We say also p is a renaming of W _c V, if DOM(p) = W. Every renaming p
= {Xl ~-- Yl ..... xn+-- yn) has an inverse p-, which is also a renaming. For an idempotent 
renaming p, the equation p--p =/y- holds. 
In order to have access to subterms of a term t, we use occurrences (Huet, 1980), 
represented aswords over positive integers. The subterm of t at occurrence ~r is denoted 
by tDr and the term constructed from t by replacing the subterm at occurrence zcby term s 
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is denoted as t[rr r s]. The top occurrence (the empty word) is denoted by A. The depth 
of a term t, denoted by depth(O, is the maximal length of an occurrence in t. 
In the following we sometimes use the phrase 'new variable'. By this we mean a fresh 
variable that has not yet appeared. Since there are countably many variables, we have 
always enough new variables at our disposal. 
A 2;-equatlon is a pair of terms s,t usually written as s = t. Given a set E of 2;- 
equations, we say a .Y-algebra A satisfies E, or is a ,r-model of E, denoted by A ~ E, 
iff for every ,r_,-homomorphism ~o: qf2?,V) ~ A and for every equation l = r in E, we have 
qgl = ~0r. We say an equation s = t is a consequence of E (E ~ s = t), if every ~r.-model 
of E also satisfies = t. 
A set E of 2;-equations i called an equat ional  theory,  if it contains all of its 
consequences. Usually, an equational theory E is given by a pair (2, E), where Z is a 
signature and E is a set of equations. The equations in E are also called ax ioms.  
Obviously, this axiomatization is not unique. Later on, we will use the pair notation for 
equational theories. We assume the signature 2;to be partitioned into an interpreted part ZI 
and a free (uninterpreted) part 2~ F and allow only axiomatizations u ing symbols from 2? 1. 
Symbols in Z F are ca!led free. The set of free constants i denoted by ~FRC, and the set 
of free constants occurring in a syntactic object O is denoted FRC(O).  
Given an equational theory, we will also use s =E t instead of E ~ s = t. Note that the 
relation =~: is a stable congruence relation on T(Z ,V) ,  i.e., it is an equivalence 
relation, such that s i =E ti for l ~_i~_n implies f ( s l  ..... Sn) =~:f(tl ..... tn) for every n-ary 
function symbol f and all terms si,ti,l_~i_~n, and s =E t implies ors =z  ot  for all 
substitutions o"and all terms s,t. Hence we can define the quotient-algebra q(2;,V)/= E 
(Burris & Sankappanavar, 1981, Gr~itzer, 1979), which is a free model of E. The 
equivalence class of t with respect o =~zis denoted as [t]~. 
In the fol lowing we drop the prefix 2J- from N-equation, N -a lgebra ,  
,Y.-homomorphism, Z-model, if the signature is clear from the context. It is well-known 
(Birkhoff, 1935), that there are derivation systems that produce all consequences of a set 
of axioms E: The following roles are sufficient: 
Let r,s,t ~ q(,~,V) and si, t i ~ T(Z,V)  for l ~_i_~n. 
i) I- (t = 0 (reflexivity) 
ii) {s = t} I- {t = s} (symmetry) 
iii) {r = s}, {s = t} 1- {r = t} (transitivity) 
iv) I- {s = t} fors = t inE .  
v) {s = t} ~- {tys = o-t} for all substitutions crE SUB,r ,. 
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vi) {s 1 = tl} . . . . .  {s n = t n} 1- {f(s 1 ..... Sn) = f ( t  1 ..... tn) } for an n-ary function 
symbolf .  
It is well-known that iv) and v) can be replaced by 
iv)'  ~ {as = or} for all substitutions o" and for all s = t in E. 
A further complete derivation system is demodulat ion (also called rewriting) (Wos et. 
al., i967, McNulty, 1967). In order to prove s =E t, the deduction starts with s and uses 
only one rule: 
s - -~  s[Jr ~- or], 
if there is an occurrence ~r in s, an instance crl = ar of an axiom l = r or r = l 
such that or/is syntactically equal to s/m 
This derivation system is complete in the sense, that for every equation s =E t, there is a 
demodulation proof starting with s and arriving at t. 
A te rm rewr i t ing system R is a set of directed equations R = {l i --~ r i / l_<i<_n}, 
where V(r i )  c V(li). The corresponding derivation relation --~-~R is rewriting where 
I i --~ r i is used only in the given direction. A TRS is called terminat ing,  if there are no 
infinite derivations. A TRS is called eonfluent, iff for all terms s, sl ,s  2 with s -*--~R sl 
and s "-*-JR s2 there exists a term s 3 with s I "-~-~R s3 and s 2 ~'--~-~R S3. A terminating and 
confluent TRS is called canonical.  A term is in normal  form, i f  no reductions are 
possible. In an equational theory admitting acanonical TRS every term t can be reduced to 
a unique normal form denoted by t~. 
Let E be an equational theory given by (Z,E). E is called consistent,  iff  there is a 
nontrivial model of -~ equivalently if the equation x = y for different variables x and y is 
not a consequence of E. In the following we will always assume that equational theories 
are consistent. E is called collapse-free, i f fx  = t is  never a consequence of E for a term 
t and a variable x, where t is not the variable x. E is called regular ,  iff s =E t implies 
V(s) = V(t).  A theory E is  called simple, iff there are no equations of the form s =~ t, 
where s is a proper subterm of t. Note that a simple theory is regular and collapse-free, 
but that the converse is false (Bfirckert et. al., 1987). Whether an equational theory is 
reguIar or collapse-free can be decided by inspecting its axiomafization. 
We extend E-equality to substitutions: Two substitutions crand ~ are equal modulo E 
over a set of  variables W (a=E ~[W]), if ax =E ~ for all variables x e W. 
We say cris an instance of  ~:, or ~:is more general than aover  a set of variables W, 
denoted "r _~q~ cr [IV], if there exists a substitution ,q, with ~ =E cr [W].  Furthermore 
we say cr is equ iva lent  to ": over W, denoted "r --E a [W) ,  iff ~ -<E a [W]  and 
cr_~ ~ [W] .  
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Let F := (s i = t i / i = 1 ..... n) be a system of equations. 
A substitution o-E-unifies F i f  for every equation s = t in Fwe have ors =~; 07. In this 
case we say o" is an E-unifier of F. The set of all E-unifiers is denoted by UE(I" ). Note 
that every instance of an E-unifiers of Fis an E-unifier. 
A complete set of unifiers of F is  a set cU~I3  satisfying 
i) cU~(F) c_ UE(I-) (correctness) 
ii) Vcr e UE(I') E t  e CUE(F): ~-r ry [V(F)]  (completeness) 
A complete set is called minimal  or a set of most general unifiers (mgus), iff 
additionally 
iii) Vcr,~ e cUE(F ) 9 -~E cr [V(F)]  ~ 9 = a (nfmimality) 
Minimal, complete sets are also designated as#U,g'/-'). Minimal, complete sets of unifiers 
do not always exist, but if for a fixed Fsome minimal, complete set exists, then all the 
sets #UE(F) are equivalent (Fages & Huet, 1983): For two minimal, complete sets laU1 
and #U 2 there exists a bijection ~o: IIU 1 --~ #U 2, such that qg(o-) --E O" [V(F)]  for all 
6 e #U 1. 
An equational theory E is called unification based, iff a set #UE(F) exists for each F. 
A unification based equational theory E is called unitary, finitary or infinitary 
depending on the maximal cardinality of #Us(F)  for all F. Theories that are not 
unification based are also called nullary. There are theories of interest in every class 
(Szabo, 1982, Siekmann, 1989, Fages & Huet, 1983, Baader, 1986, Schmidt-Schaug, 
1986). 
Given a system of equations /", we say a complete set of unifiers c U of F is 
protective, iff for all ff e cU: DOM(a)  c V(F), ff is idempotent, I(ci) - V(F)  consists 
of new variables, and FRC(COD(cr)) cFRC(F) .  
In the unification procedure described in section 6 we need constant-elimination 
problems to unify cyclic unification problems in a combined theory. E. Tidtn (1986a, 
1986b) used a similar method for this purpose, which he called 'variable limination'. 
A constant-elimination problem C in the theory E is a set of constant-term pairs 
written asC := (c i e; t i / i = 1 ..... n), where c i are free constants and t i are terms. Note that 
a constant can occur more than once and that c i may not occur in t i. The set of constant- 
eliminators of Cis the following set: L~C)  := {a /  For all i = 1 ..... n: 3t i' t i" =~ ~i  and 
c i e~ FRC(ti')}. 
A complete set of constant-eliminators cLE(C) is a set of substitutions, uch that 
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i) cL~(C) _cL~(C) and 
ii) For every/9 E L~(C) there exists a a ~ cL~(C), such that cr_<E 0 [V(C)]. 
Note that instances of constant-eliminators of C may not be constant-eliminators f  C. 
Given a constant-elimination problem C, we say a complete set of constant-eliminators 
cL of C is protective, iff for all a E cL: DOM(ff) ~ V(C), a is idempotent, I(r - V(C) 
consists of new variables and FRC(COD(a)) ~FRC( I3 .  
In order to prove that complete, protective sets of unifiers and constant-eliminators 
always exist, we need the Theorem on Constants, which states that free constants can be 
replaced by new variables. 
2.1 Lemma (Gentzen, 1935, Shoenfield, 1967) Let E be an equational theory, let s,t be 
terms, let c ~ FRC(s,t)  and let y be a new variable. The terms s' and t' are 
constructed from s and t, respectively, by replacing every occurrence of c by y. 
Then s =• t r s' =~ t'. 9 
2.2 Corollary. Let E be a consistent theory. 
Then aeE b for different free constants. 9 
2.3 Lemma. Let E be an equational theory. 
i) For every systems of equations F, there always exists a protective, complete 
set of E-unifiers of 12. 
ii) For every constant-elimination problem C, there always exists a protective, 
complete set of constant-eliminators of C. 
Proof. i) It is obvious that a complete set of E-unifiers of F always exist. We show for 
every E-unifier o" of F, that there exists a more general E-unifier of F with the 
desired properties. 
Let C a := FRC( o'x / x ~ V(F)} - FRC(F). Let Ca = {Cl ..... c n} and let Yi, 1_<iNn be 
new variables. Let o' be the substitution constructed from oby replacing in ox each 
occurrence of c i by Yi for all i =1 ..... n and all variables x. Then o" is an E-unifier 
of Fby  Lemma 2.1. Furthermore {Yi r ci / i =1 ..... n}a" = cr IV(F)], hence or' is 
more general than rr. 
Let Pa be a renaming ofl(o'),  which renames variables by new ones. Then a" := 
pea '  is a unifier of F, since it is an instance of a'. Furthermore a" is more general 
than rr, since p~r-pcrrr'= o" [V(F)].  The unifier a"  is idempotent, since 
DOM(pary')c3 I(parr') = 0. Restricting cr" to the set V(F) preserves all the 
properties. 
ii) It is obvious that a complete set of constant-eliminators always exists. We show 
that for every constant-eliminator rr of Cthere exists a more general one with the 
desired properties. Let C a := FRC(o'x / x ~ V(C).} - FRC(C), let C a = {c 1 .... ,cn} 
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and let Yi, l_~i_~n be new variables. Construct or' from cr by replacing in o'x each 
occurrence of c i by Yi for all i=1 ..... n and all variables x. The substitution o" is a 
constant-eliminator of C, since for a pair c ~ t in C, and a corresponding term 
t' =E at  with c r FRC(t'), we have t" =E o"t by Lemma 2.1, where t"  is 
constructed from t' by replacing all occurrences of c i by Yi for all i =1 ..... n. Hence 
c ~ FRC(t"). Obviously, or' is more general than cr over V(F). We can make o-' 
idempotent by applying an appropriate r naming using similar arguments. Finally 
we can restrict he resulting substitution toV(F). 9 
3. Combination of Equational Theories 
The following notions and definitions are adapted or generalized notions from (Herold, 
1986, Yelick, 1987, Tidrn, 1986a, 1986b). 
In the following we investigate quations and unification in a combination of two 
equational theories E1 = (Zl,E1) and E 2 = (X2,E2). We make the following assumptions: 
Both theories have a countably infinite number of free constants and furthermore the two 
theories exactly have their free constants a common symbols, i.e., ZI~X 2 = Z 1,FRC = 
~2,FRC. We denote the (disjoint) combination of E 1 and E 2 as E I+ E 2 "= 
(ZI oX2, E1 ~E2). As an abbreviation we sometimes write E+ instead of E 1 + E 2. For the 
purposes of this and the next section it is no loss of generality to consider the case of a 
combination of two equational theories, since all theorems can easily be generalized to 
more than two theories. 
From now on we assume that E 1 and E 2 are given and that terms are from if(2:1 uP_,2, 
V). We use the convention that Ej denotes either one of the theories, E1 or E 2. 
Let t be a nonvariable term, then we say that THsyn(t) = ~,  if hd(t) ~ ~,  in this case 
we say t is an Ej-term, or has (syntactical) theory Ej. Variables and free constants are 
Ej-terms for both j = 1,2. A term t is called pure  if  t is a term from T(~ 1, V) or 
q~X 2, V), otherwise a term is called a mixed or general term. In order to emphasize the 
theory of its top symbol, we sometimes say t is El-pure if THsyn(t) = Ej and t is pure. 
We say a term t is a proper Epterm, iff t is an Efiterm but neither a variable nor a free 
constant. Let t be an Ej-term, then the set ALlEN(t) consists of all subterms  of t, which 
are not ~.-terms and are maximal with this property, i.e., every proper superterm of s in t 
is an Ej-term. The set ALIENEj(t) is defined to be ALlEN(t) for an Ej-term and {t}, 
otherwise. Subterms s ~ ALIEN(t) are called alien subterms of t and subterms 
s ~ AL lEN@t)  are called Ej-alien subterms of t. Sometimes we need also the set of 
equivalence-classes of Ej-alien terms denoted by ALIENEj(t,  E+) := {Jr]E+/ r 
eALIENEjt)}. Note that free constants do not count as alien subterms. Nevertheless, we 
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need a simliar notion for free constant. Let t be an E-term and ~ be an occurrence in t, 
such that c = t/~ is a free constant. We say g is an alien occurrence of c in t, iff every 
supertema of c in t is an Ej-term. 
3.1 Definit ion. The syntactical  theory height of a term t is defined as follows 
(Herold, 1987, Tid6n, 1986a, 1986b): 
i) Hrsyn(t) := O, if t is a variable or flee constant. 
ii) HTsyn(t) := 1, i f  t is a pure term and not a variable or free constant. 
I4rsyn(t) := 1 + max {HTsSs)  / s AUEN(t)) .  [] 
In order to illustrate the definitions by an example, let B be a Boolean ring with the 
operators 0,1,+,* and let Fbe  the free theory containing a binary function symbol f  The 
term t = l*x+O*f(x, y) is a mixed term in B+N We have ALIEN(t) = ALIENB( 0 = 
{f(x, y)}, ALIENy(O = {t} and HTsyn(t ) = 2. 
As a preparation for an analysis of the properties of the free term algebra of a combined 
equational theory, we show that the addition of free constants to a signature is a 
conservative extension: 
3.2 Lemma,  Let E = (~, E) be an equational theory, let C be a set of free constants and 
let F = (X ~ C, E) be the theory where free constants are added. Then the following 
holds 
i) ForallE-ten?ass,t: s=Et  r s=f t .  
ii) If  we consider ~Nt_XT, V)/= F as a .Y-algebra, then the algebra T(2J, V)/=E 
can be embedded into ~2;t_.C, V)/= F via the embedding t, such that t([t]=E) 
= [t]=Ffor a11 terms t ~ if(N, V), and t is a Z-homomorphism. 
P roo f .  
i) "~"  is trivial, since E-deductions are also F-deductions. 
"~"  Let s,t be terms with s ~E t and let A be an E-model such that ~(s) ~ ~(t) for 
some .,~-homomorphism 3': ~ ,  V) -4 A. Then A can be made an F-model by 
assigning arbitrary values to free constants from C. Since we have 7(s) ~ ~(t) in the 
F-model A, we have also s r t. 
ii) In i) it is shown that the embedding is well-defined and injective. The definition 
of t implies that t is a ~-homomorphism. [] 
In the following we construct a model .~ of E+, which turns out to be isomorphic to the 
free term-model. As a consequence of this construction we get a similar result as G. 
Nelson and D. Oppen (1979) and the same results as E. Tid6n (1986a), that the 
combination of theories does not influence equality of pure terms, i.e., that the 
combination of disjoint equational theories is a conservative extension of every theory. 
Furthermore we obtain that complete sets of unifiers of pure terms can be computed 
Iocally in the corresponding theory, a result first proved by E. Tid6n (1986a). In (Boudet 
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et. al., 1988) there is a proof-theoretic proof using the method of unfailing completion 
(Bachmair et. al., 1986). Weaker versions of these results are proved in (Yelick, 1987, 
Herold, 1986). Our model construction provides an independent proof of some results 
and has the advantage that decidability results can be obtained. As a further consequence 
we can define the notions of semantical theory and semantical theory height of a term, 
which are the correct notions in the presence of collapse axioms, since then the syntactical 
theory of a term t is not fixed within the congruence lass of t. 
We construct the algebra A as the limit of a sequence of algebras, which correspond to 
terms of increasingly higher syntactical theory height. We will use the intuition, that 
'really alien' subterms can be treated like free constants and exploit this during the 
construction. Later it will be shown, that the assumption is justified, since the 
construction yields exactly the free term algebra modulo the combined equational theory. 
We define two chains of algebras Al,n = (Al,n, $1) and A2,n = (A2,n, Z2), and two 
chains of sets of constants B 1,n and B2,n, where n -> 0 corresponds tosyntactical theory- 
height of terms. The chains are defined mutually recursive. If the algebras are given to 
index n, then the algebras for the next index n+l are constructed by interpreting the given 
algebras as term-algebras modulo ~. and addition of elements. These new elements are 
considered as free constants and the effect of operators i then described using Lemma 
3.2. This construction does not affect elements and operations on the level n. 
Let A 0 .'= A1, 0 := A2,0.'= ~'I,FRC t.) V and let Aj, 1 := T(~E],V)/=Ej be the free term 
model of Ej for j  =1,2. Since E 1 and E 2 are consistent, we can assume by Lemma 3.2 
that A 0 is embedded in Aj,1 for j=1,2 by considering c and [c]=y 4 as the same element 
where 'c' is a variable or free constant. Note that the congruence classes [c]-_Ej may 
contain an infinite number of terms in the presence of collapse axioms. 
Let B j, 1 := A j, 1 - A 0 forj = 1,2. For convenience we assume that B1, 0 = B2, 0 = ~. 
(Note that we use the term 3-j in order to switch from i to 2 or from 2 to 1.) 
For j  = 1,2 we define Aj.n recursively as Aj, n := T(XEj u B 3_j,n_I,V)/= Ej where the 
elements of B3.j,n. 1 are considered as free constants. Let Bj, n := Aj, n - (A 0 ~ B3.j,n.1). 
The subset B3.j,n_ 1 ofAj, n can be viewed as the 'really alien' subterms with respect to Ej. 
Again it is assumed that free constants and variables are identified with their congruence- 
classes, i.e. c and [c]=~rj are considered as the same element where c ~ B3.j,n-1 ~Ao,  
which is justified by Lemma 3.2. 
Intuitively, the sets Bj, n contain all equivalence lasses of terms in A j, n that cannot be 
collapsed to elements in A 0 or B3_j,n. 1. 
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At the present stage of the construction, we have no relationship between successive 
Aj,n "s and B j, n's. In the next lemmas we prove that these chains are indeed ascending 
chains under the appropriate embeddings. 
3.3 Lemma.  If for j  = 1,2 and n > 0, we have B3.j,n. 1 ~B3_j ,  n, then we can assume 
that ~',n is embedded into ~j,n+l by the embedding iven in Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. Aj,n+ 1 is constructed from Aj, n by the addition of free constants, hence Lemma 
3.2 applies. 9 
3,4 Lemma. For n _> 1 the following holds: 
i) A1, n ~A2,  n = A 0 ~Bl ,n .  1 t.)B2,n. 1. 
ii) B1, n ~ B2, n = ~.  
Hi) Aj, n c~Aj,n+lfor j = 1,2. 
iv) Bj, n f fB j ,n+l fo r  j = 1,2. 
Proof: The base cases for induction are A 1,0 ~ A 2 ,0 = A1,1 ~ A2,1 = AO, B I ,O t'3 B 2, 0 = 
r Aj, 0 f f  Aj, 1 and Bj, 0 f f  Bj, 1, for j = 1,2, which hold trivially. 
For some n _> 1 we assume as induction hypothesis that the lemma holds for all rn 
with O<-m<n. 
i) Since the interpreted part of the signatures of E 1 and E 2 are disjoint, the 
elements common to A1, n and A2, n are either in ~I,FRC t JV  = AO, in Bl,n_ 1 
or in B2,n_ l. Thus A1, n ~ A2, n f f  A 0 u Bl,n. 1 tY B2,n_ 1. From the definition 
of Aj, n, Bj, n and the induction hypothesis iv) we get A 1,n c3 A2, n ~ A 0 
Bl,n-1 tJB2,n-1. 
ii) Bl,n ~ B2,n = (Al,n - (Ao tJ B2,n.1)  r'3 (A2, n - (A 0 ~ B 1,n_l)). Since i) is 
already proved, the right hand side of the equation is equal to ((A 1,n rq A2, n) 
- (A 0 oBz,n.1))  ~ ((A1, n ~A2,n)  - (A 0 ~Bl ,n.1)) ,  which in turn is equal to 
B2,n. 1 t'3 B 1,n.1. This intersection is empty by induction hypothesis. 
iii) From B3_j,n. 1 f f  B3_j, n we derive A j, n f f  Aj,n+ 1 by the Lemma 3.3. iv) We 
have Bj, n = Aj, n - (A 0 ~ B3_j,n_ 2) and Bj,n+ 1 = Aj,n+ 1 - (A 0 ~ B3_j,n). Let 
b e Bj, n. Then b e Aj, n, b •A 0 and b ~ B3_j,n. 1. Since iii) is proved, we 
have b e Aj,n+l. It remains to show that b ~ B3.j, n. Assume for contradiction 
that b ~ B 3_j, n. From B 3_j, n c A 3.j, n we obtain b e A1, n tq A 2, n = 
A 0 ~ B i ,n .  1 ~ B2,n. 1 by induction hypothesis, b ~A 0 and b ~ B3.j,n_ 1 
imply b ~ Bj,n. 1. Again by induction hypothesis we get b E Bj, n c3 B3.j,n, 
which is a contradiction. []
The algebra A is defined as follows: 
i) The carrier is A := Ao ~ B l ,~ tY B2, ~ where Bj o~:= U{Bj, n / n >_ l} for j = l ,2. 
Note that the carrier A is also equal to t.J{A1, n / n = 1,2 ..... } and t J{A2, n / 
n=l ,2  ..... } .  
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ii) The set A is an algebra with respect to Z 1 t.., ~2 if we use the fol lowing 
interpretation: 
Free constants in 22~. are interpreted as themselves. 
The operators fA are defined as follows: For j  = 1,2, for an n-ary fe  ~,~:j, and for 
elements al, .... an ~ A, there is an m such that a i ~ A 0 ~ B1, m t j  B2, m for all 
i = 1 ..... n. Then (t i ~ Aj,m+ 1 for all i = 1 ..... n. Note that an element a i that is in 
B3_j, m is treated as a free constant in Aj,m+ 1 and that elements a i in B j, m are viewed 
as elements of the algebra Aj, m. We define f A(a I ..... an) := [f(al ..... an)]=Ej, which 
is an element in Aj,m+l, By Lemma 3.2 this interpretation is consistent with the 
interpretation of operators in Aj,m+ k for k _> 1. 
3.5 Lemma.  Ais an E 1 +E 2 -model: 
Proof.  Let j ~ (1,2} and let l = r be an axiom in Ej and let Y:~Y'l ~Z2,V)"~ A be a 
homomorphism. There is an m such that 7x e AO ~ B1,rn ~ B2.m for all 
x ~ V(l,r). We can assume that 7is a mapping into Aj,rn+l. Since Aj,m+ 1 is a 
model of I = r by definition, we have that ~4 denotes the same element as 7r. [] 
We let tA: T(~gl~T_ ~,V)---~A be the unique homomorphism that interprets variables as 
themselves. 
The combination E+ = EI+E 2 is a conservative extension of E 1 and E,2: 
3.6 Lemma.  Let s,t be Ej-pure terms. 
Then s =Ej t r s =E+ t. 
Proof. "~"  is trivial. 
"~":  Let s #Ej t. Consider the model A of EI+E 2. By the definition of A we have 
tA(s ) ~ tA(t), hence also s ;~E+ t. [] 
3.7 Lemma. A is isomorphic to the free term model ~'1  uX2, V)/=E+. 
Proof. We show that ta/=~+ : q(~l~X2, V)/=e+ ~ Ais an isomorphism: 
By Lemma 3.5, the mapping tA/=E+ is well-defined, tA/=~+is urjective by the 
construction of ~ The definition of t A shows that it is an 2~ 1Uy_,2-homomorphism. 
It remains to be shown that t A is injective. Let --= be a relation on q(~'l wY-'2, V) such 
that s - t  iff ta(s ) = ta( O. Obviously, ---is a congruence-relation on T(E I~T-~2,V), 
i.e., it is an equivalence relation, such that s i ~ t i for l_~i_~n implies f (s l  ..... Sn) - 
f ( t  1 ..... tn) for every n-ary function symbol f in  ~1~T,2 and all terms si, ti, l_<i_~n. 
The construction of  A shows that the -= is a congruence generated by instances of 
equations s =~1 t or s =E2 t. Hence s - t implies s =E+t for all terms 
s,t e ~ I  ~X~, V). This means that t a is injective. 9 
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The above construction also yields as a corollary that the decidability of the word-problem 
of the involved theories is inherited to the combination. A similar esult was first proved 
in (Nelson & Oppen, 1979). 
3.8 Corollary. If the word-problem in E 1 and E 2 is decidable, then the word-problem 
in E 1 + E 2 is decidable. 
Proof. Induction on the syntactical theory height of terms shows that the embedding ta 
is computable, if the word-problem in E 1 and E 2 is decidable.[] 
The following notions of semantical theory and semantical theory height are needed in 
order to deal with unification problems in combinations of arbitrary theories. In the case 
where aI1 theories in a combination are collapse-free and regular, those semantical notions 
coincide with the syntactical notions. 
Besides the equational theories E 1 and E2, we will use ~-O to denote the trivial equational 
theory of variables and free constants. 
3,9 Definition. Let t be a term in T(X lu  Z, 2, V). 
i) If tA(t) e Bj,o for some j = 1,2, we say a term t has semantical theory Ej. 
If tA(t) e A O, we say t has semantical theory E O. We denote this by 
THsem(t) = Ej or THsem(t ) = E0, respectively. 
ii) The semantical theory height is defined as follows: 
If t ~ A O, then HTsem(t) = 0, otherwise it is the smallest number m, such that 
tA(t ) ~ B j, m fo r  some j .  
iii) The term t is called El*normalized, iff for every Ej-alien subterm r of t, 
THsem(r) = THsyn(r). 
iv) The term t is called E+-normal i zed ,  iff it is E l -normal ized and 
-normalized. 
v) A substitution a is called E+-normallzed (resp. E t~normalized), iff every 
term in COD(a) is E+-normalized (resp. Ej--normalized). [] 
If the theories E1 and E 2 are collapse-free, then the semantical nd syntactical theory of a 
term coincide. If the theories E1 and E 2 are collapse-free and regular, then the semantical 
and syntactical theory height of a term coincide. In general, this may be false. Consider 
the combination of a free Boolean ring B with the empty theory containing the symboIf. 
Then the syntactical theory of t o = l *x  + O*f(x,y) is B, whereas the semantical theory is 
IE0. The syntactical theory height of t o is 2, whereas the semantical theory height is 0. 
An ~.-normalized term may not be E+-normalized, in particular it may have semantical 
theory different from ~., for example t o is B-normalized but not E+-normalized, and its 
semantical theory is E O. However, if an Ej-normalized term t has syntactical theory 
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different from Ej, then it is also E+-normafized. Note that for an E+-normalized term t we 
have THsyn(O = THsem(O. 
The semantical theory and semantical theory height of a term t can be interpreted as the 
syntactical theory and syntactical theory height, respectively, of a maximally collapsed 
version of t. 
3.10 Lemma. Let t ~ q(2; 1 uZ-.2, V) and let t" be a smallest erm in the congruence-class 
of t, i.e., t' =E+ t and no term t" with t" =~+ t has smaller syntactical theory height 
than t'. 
Then THsem(t ) = THsyn(t' ) and HTsem(t) = HTsyn(t'). 
Proof .  We use the isomorphism tAbetween the two E+-mode ls  A and 
ff(~'l uY-/2, V)/=~z+. We have tA(t ) = ZA(t'), hence HTsem(t) = HTsem(t'). 
Since the semantical theory height is always greater than or equal to the syntactical 
theory height of a term, we have HTxem(t) -< HTsyn(t'). Furthermore for every 
element b e Bj. m - Bj.m.1, j = 1,2, m_>l, there exists a term s ~ T(~ 1 w~2, V) 
with tA(S) = b, such that HTsyn(S ) = m and THsyn(S) = Ej. Thus HTsem(t) = 
HTsyn(t'). Since B 1,m, B2,m and are mutually disjoint, tA(t) is either an element of 
B1, m, B2, m or AO, hence the semantical theory of t is unique, and thus THsem(O = 
THsyn(t' ). [] 
3.11 Lemma. Every term t can be reduced to an E+-normalized term t' with t =E+ r', 
and HTsyn(t' ) ~ HTsyn(t ). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.10 we first reduce t to a term s with minimal syntactical theory 
height. Then t = E+ S and THsem(O = THsyn(S) _<THsyn( O. 
Now we proceed by induction on the syntactical theory height of s. If s is a free 
constant or a variable, then it is E+-normalized. If the syntactical theory of s is 
greater than 0, then the syntactical theory height of alien subterms is properly 
smaller. Hence by induction hypothesis we can assume that all alien subterms of s 
are E+-normalized by replacing alien subterms r in s by the E+-normalized version 
r' if necessary. Since the syntactical theory of s" is smaller than or equal to r, 
induction applies. The resulting term s' is E+-normalized, since the alien subterms 
of s' either come from alien terms in s or from alien terms in some of the r's. 9 
Sometimes we want to abstract alien terms in some terms by variables or free constants. 
Therefore we need to formalize abstraction functions that consistently replace alien terms 
by variables or free constants. 
3.12 Definition. Let T be a finite set of El-normalized terms, such that t ~ T implies 
ALIEN~I(O c_ T, and let o~: T --~ q(Y'l, V) be a mapping. 
a) a is a weak Ei-abstracf ion, if the following holds: 
i) For free constants c ~T. we have cffe~ = e 
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ii) For all variables x ~ V(T), we have o~(x) = x. 
iii) For every proper E+-normal i zed  E2-term t ~ T: a ( t )  
(VOZ,  FRC) - (V (T )uFRC(T) ) .  
iv) For all E+-normalized E2-terms and t we have s =E+ t r Or(S) = a(t), 
V) For all El-normalized El-terms t : :a~(O is constructed from t by replacing 
every El-alien subterm r of t by ot~(r).  
b) t~ is a strong Ei-abstraction if the following holds: 
i) For free constants c ~T, we may have a(c) ~ (V~FRC)  - (V (T )~FRC(T) ) .  
ii) For all variables x ~ V(T), we have a(x) = x. 
ifi) For every E+-normal ized E2-term t e T: o~(t) E (VUXFRC) -  
(V  (T) t JFR C(T) ). 
iv) For all E+-normalized E2-terms and t we have s =E+ t r o~(s) = a(t). 
v) For all E 1-normal ized El-terrns t: cz(t) is constructed from t by replacing 
every El-alien subterm r of t and every alien occurrence of a free constant r in 
t by czz/(r). 
We call a an abstraction, if it is a weak or strong El-abstraction. If a abstracts only 
by variables, we will call a a variable-abstraction, a d if a abstracts only by free 
constants, we will call a a constant-abstraction. 9 
We illustrate these definitions by an example in the combination of the theory of free 
Boolean rings and the empty theory. Let c be a free constant and let t := 1 *x + c*f(x, 5,). 
This term is E+-norrnalized. A weak abstraction a can be defined as follows: Let z be a 
variable different from x and y. For ~z(f(x, y)) := z we obtain as abstraction of t the term 
a(O = 1 *x + c*z. A strong abstraction fl has in addition to replace the free constant c. If 
f l(f(x, y)) := z and ]3(c) := w, then the abstraction of t is fl(t) = l *x + w*z. Instead of 
variables z and w it is also possible to take free constants. 
In the following we assume that T in Definition 3.12 is the set of used terms such that 
the variables and free constants used in the abstraction are new ones. 
We extend abstractions to El-normalized substitutions ~ If ~z is an El-abstraction , 
then the El-abstraction a(~) is defined by ~r := a(ox)  for a11x. 
For a variable-abstraction a we can define a reversing substitution. Let ~ be such 
that for all variables x in the image of a, ~bc := tx, where tx is an E+-normalized term with 
a(tx)  =E+x. This is well-defined by conditions ii) of 3.12. Then 2,(cz(t)) =z+ t for all 
terms t ~ T. 
Abstraction preserves E+-equality of T/.-normalized terms: 
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3.13 Lemma. Let s and t be Ej-normalized terms, let c~ be a weak (strong) 
Ej-abstraction. 
Then s = E+ t r Or(S) = W Or(t). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we can assume that tx is a variable-abstraction. 
"~" :  Let ~ be the substitution reversing the abstracti.on. Since the variables 
introduced by ~x are new, we get from ~s) =Ej or(t) that s =E+ t by applying ~,. 
"~" :  Let s,t be Ej-normalized terms with s =E+ t. In the E+-model A we have 
ta(s ) = tA(t). Since s,t are Ej-normalized, every Ej-alien subterm has semantical 
theory E3_ j. By the construction ofthe E+-model A we have that s and t are equal, 
if Efalien subterms are considered as free constants. By Lemma 2.1 we can replace 
the free constants by new variables. This proves the claim. [] 
If s and t are not Ej~normalized, then Lemma 3.13 may be false: 
3.14 Example. Let E 1 := {f(x, x) = g(x, x)} and E 2 := {h(x) = x}. Then f(h(x), x) 
=E+ g(h(x), h(x)). We have ALIENEI(f(h(x), x)) = {h(x)} and AL IEN~(g(h(x) ,  
h(x))) = {h(x)}. If we replace h(x) by y, then we would have the equation f(y, x) 
= E+ g(Y, Y), which does not hold. [] 
3.15 Lemma. If the substitution <ris Ej-normalized and the term t is ETpure, then or is 
Ej-normalized. []
3.16 Lemma. 
i) Let t be an Ej-pure term, let crbe an Ej-normalized substitution and let ~xbe a 
weak ~.-abstraction. Then a( ~)  = ( a( cr))t. 
ii) Let t be an ETpure term with FRC(t) = 0, let o- be an ~-normalized substitution 
and let t~be a strong Ey--abstraction. Then ~crt) = r 
Proof. Follows from the definitions of abstractions. [] 
3.17 Lemma. 
i) Let s,t be q-pure terms, let cr be an Ej-normalized substitution and let a be a 
weak ~.-abstraction. Then ors =E+ O't r r =~:+ or162 
ii) Let s,t be Ej-pure terms with FRC(s,t) = 0, let o" be an Ej-normalized 
substitution and let t~ be a strong ~-abstraction. 
Then crs =E+ or r c~(cr)s =E+ a(cr)t. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 2.1, 3.13, and 3.16. [] 
If the precondition FRC(s,t) = 0 is dropped, then Lemma 3.17 may be false. Consider 
the theory of idempotence E := {f(x~x) = x}. Then cr = {x r a, y r a} is an E-unifier 
ofx andf(y, a). If we abstract a by v, then g(cr) = {x ~ v, y r v}, which is not an 
E-unifier ofx and f(y, a). 
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The following lemrna is Lemma 3.2.1 in (Tid6n, 1986a, 1986b). We give a proof as a 
corollary of Lemma 3.6. 
3.18 Lemma. Let F= {S i = ti / i =1 ..... n} be an ~-pure system of equations. 
Then Ur is a complete set of E+-unifiers for U~z§ 
Proof. Let o-be any E+-unifier of F. We have to show that there exists an Ej-unifier O ~ 
of F, which is more general than cr over V(F). By Lemma 3.11 we can assume that 
o" is E/-normalized. Then all terms trs i and o't i are also Ej-normalized by Lemma 
3.15. Let ct be a weak vaxiable-abstraction with respect o Ej. Since ct(tr/TM) = 
a(cr)F, Lemma 3.13 shows that a(tr) is an Ej-unifier of F. Let ~ be a substitution 
that reverses the abstraction, i.e., for all variables x in the image of c~, we let Zx := 
t x, where tx is an E§ term with a(tx) =E+ x. Then ,q. ct(cr) =E+ ~[V(F)]. 
[] 
4. Properties of Essential Terms 
The following definitions and investigations are needed in order to deal with equations in 
nonregular theories Ej. Since there are terms s,t with s =Ej t, but V(s) ~ V(t), a term t 
may contain alien terms that do not occur in some E+-equal term t'. The results in this 
paragraph are used in the completeness proof in section 7. 
The set ESS-FRC(t) of essential free constants of an Ej-pure term t is the 
intersection of all sets FRC(t') for all Ej-pure terms t' with t' =ej t. The same can be 
defined for the variabies in a pure term t ~tnd the corresponding set of essent ia l  
variables is denoted as ESS-V(t). Variables or constants in FRC(t) - ESS-FRC(t) or 
V(t) - ESS-V(t) are called inessential. 
Let t be an ~normalized term and let a be a weak E/-variable-abstraction. Then the 
set of essential E j .a l ien  subterms of t i s  defined as ESS-AL IENE j ( t )  := 
{r ~ALIENEj(t) / o~(r) E ESS-V(ot(t))}. Accordingly we define the set of equivalence 
classes of essential Ej-al ien subterrns  of t: ESS-ALIENEj(t, E+) := {[r]E+ ] 
r ~ ESS-AL IENEj ( t )} .  A term from ALIEN~j(t )  - ESS-ALIENEj(t) is called 
inessential. For an E+-normalized term t, we define ESS-ALIEN(t) as ESS-ALIEN~j(t) 
if Ej is the theory of t. 
An obvious fact is that for Ej-pure terms s,t with s =Ej t we have ESS-FRC(s) = 
ESS-FRC(t) and ESS-V(s) = ESS-V(t). Lemma 3.13 implies that for Ej-normalized terms 
s,t with s =E+ t we have ESS-ALIENEj(s, E+) = ESS-ALIENEj(t, E+). 
We illustrate these definitions by an example in the combination of the theory of free 
Boolean rings B and the empty theory F. Let t := l*x + O*f(x, y). This term is 
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B-normalized. An abstraction of t is 1 *x + O*z. Since l *x + O*z =B l ,x ,  we have 
ESS-V(I *x + O,z) = {x}. Hence ESS,ALIENB(t) = 121. The term f(x, y)*x + O*f(x, y) 
has as abstraction w*x + O,z, hence ESS-ALIENB(f(x, y)*x + Off(x, y)) = {f(x, y)}. 
4.1 Lemma. Let t be an Ej-pure term and let c be a free constant. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
i) c e~ ESS-FRC(t). 
Fa) t =Ej t', where t' is obtained from t by replacing all occurrences of c by a new 
variable xc. 
~)  t =Ej t", where t" is obtained from t by replacing all occurrences of c by a 
new constant d. 
Proof. (ii) r (iii) follows from Lemma 2.1, since d and x c do not occur in t. 
ii) =~ i) follows, since c ~ ESS-FRC(t') and t =Ej t'. 
i) ~ ii): There exists a term t o with t =Ej to, such that c ~ FRC(to). By Lemma 2.1 
we obtain t' =Ej to, hence by transitivity we obtain t" =~j t. I 
4.2 Lemma.  Let t be an Ej-normalized term and let r E ALIEN~zj(t). The following 
statements are equivalent: 
i) r ~ ESS-ALIEN~.j(t). 
ii) t =E+ t', where t' is obtained from t by replacing all Ej-alien subterrns 
E-~equal to r by a new variable xr, 
iii) t =E§ t", where t" is obtained from t by replacing all Ej-alien subterms 
E+-equal to r by a new constant c r. 
Proof. (ii) r (iii) follows from Lemma 2.1, since c r and x r do not occur in t. 
ii) ~ i): follows from the definition of essential _~.-alien subterms. 
i) ~ ii): Let abe  an ~.-constant abstraction. By assumption we have that a(r) is an 
inessential constant in a.(t), hence we can use Lemma 4.1 to construct a term 
t' with a(t) =Ej a(t'). Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.13 show that t =E+t'. 9 
4,3 Lemma.  
i) For every Ej-pure term t, there exists a term s with s = E+ t and ESS-FR C(t) = 
FRC(s). 
ii) For every Ej-normalized term t, there exists an Ej-normalized term s with 
s =E+ t and ESS-ALIENEj(t, E§ = ALIENEj(s, E+). 
Proof .  i) follows from Lemma 4.1 and ii) follows from Lemma 4.2 by repeated 
application. 9
4.4 Theorem. Let t be an E+-normalized Ej-term and let s be an Ej-alien subterm of t 
with HTsem(S) >-HTsem(t). 
Then s is an inessential Ej-alien subterm of t. 
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Proof l  Assume s is an essential Efialien subterm of t and let n := max{HTsem(r) [ 
r ~ ALIENEj(t)]. Consider the construction of the E+-model ~/. If we consider all 
Ej-alien terms as free constants, then all terms equal to t in the model Aj, n contain 
the constant corresponding tos. Hence there is no m less than HTsem(S) such that 
tA(t ) is in A j, m. Since the semantical theory of s and t are different by assumption, 
this means that HTsera(t ) > HTsem(S), which contradicts our assumption. 9 
If ~. is regular, then there are no inessential terms: 
4.5 Lemma. If Ej is regular, then 
i) For every ~.-pure term t: ESS-FRC(O = FRC(O. 
ii) For all ETpure terms , t with s =Ej t : FRC(s) = FRC(t). 
iii) For every ~-normalized t: ESS-ALIEN~i(t, E+) = ALIENEj(t, E+). 
iv) For all Ej-normalized terms s, t with s =E+ t :AL IENE j (s ,  E+) = 
ALIENEj(t ,  E , ) .  
Proof .  Due to Lemmas 3.13, 4.1 and 4.2 it is sufficient to prove i), which in turn 
follows immediately from Lemma 4.1, since Ej is regular. 9 
5. Unification as Transformations of Systems of Equations 
We consider the process of unification (or solving equations) as a sequence of (possibly 
nondeterministic) transformations that starts with a system of equations and stops with 
one in solved form. This follows the ideas of J. Herbrand (1930), A. Martelli and U. 
Montanari (1982) and C. Kirchner (1985). We shall also use multi-equations instead of 
equations, since they are more appropriate. We assume that F is  a set of multi-equations 
and that each multi-equation M i is a set of terms {tl ..... tn}, also denoted as t 1 = t2 = .... 
= t n. Obviously every system of equations can be considered to have this form. We use 
s = t e /"synonymously with s,t ~ M, where M e F. As abbreviation we shall also 
use equations of the form S = T, where the uppercase l tters denote sets of terms and 
S = T denotes the multi-equation S u T. Accordingly we will use s = T denoting the 
multi-equation {s} t./T. With VAR(F) and TER(F) we denote the set of variables and 
terms, respectively, which occur as elements of multi-equations in/-'. 
In the following we consider transformations of a system of (rnulti-)equations F 1 to a 
system F2 with respect o a set of variables W, denoted by F 1 ~W 1"2. This set W usually 
is the set of variables of an original system l"orig of  equations to be solved. We will 
sometimes call the set W the set of significant variables, and the other variables 
auxil iary variables. We abbreviate F ~V(F)  P as F ~/ '* .  
We say a transformation F ~W F' is correct, iff UE(F) /w ~ Uz(F')/W, and that 
F ~w/ - "  is complete (or preserves olutions), iff U~F) /w = U~(1-*)/W. We say a set 
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of correct ransformations {F ~W Fi / i ~ I} is a complete set of alternatives, i f f  
UE(F)/W = t.J{U~(Fi)/W / i ~ I}.This is of particular interest if the set of transformations 
comes from a single rule. In this case we say this rule provides a complete set of  
alternatives. 
The proofs of the folIowing three lemmas are straightforward. 
5.1 Lemma.  
i) For all ere UE(F), ~ SUB~: (r_<~[V(I]] implies z~ UE(F). 
ii) For all ere U~F), "ceSUBz: cr--E~[V(F)] implies ze  UE(F ), 
iii) For every cre U~/ ] ,  there exists an idempotent substitution I: ~ UE(F) such 
that cr - ' r  IV(l-)], DOM('O = V(F) and I(~) consists of new variables. [] 
We have the following criteria to recognize the completeness of transformations: 
5.2 Lemma.  
i) {F ~W Fi / i ~ I} is a complete set of alternatives, i f f  
for every a e U~(F) there exists a 9 ~ I,.d{UE(I-'i) / i e I} with a =E "r [IV] 
and for every "r e ~{U~z(Fi) / i e 1} there exists a cr ~ UE(F) with 
a =~ ~: [W1.  
ii) {F ~W Fi / i E I) is a complete set of alternatives, i f f  
for every o' ~ UE(F) there exists a -r ~ ~J{U~(Fi) / i ~ I} with a ~:  ~: [W] 
and for every "r ~ t.~{U~(Fi) / i e 1} there exists a a ~ UE(N) with 
a -E 9 [Wl. 9 
5.3 Lemma.  
i) I f  F 1 ~W 1"2 is complete and F 2 ~W F3 is complete, then F 1 ~w 1-'3 is 
complete. 
ii) If V f f  W and F I ~W 1-'2 is complete, then F 1 ~V 1"2 is complete 
iii) If V f f  W and {F ~W Fi / i ~ I} is a complete set of alternatives, then 
{F ~V Fi / i ~ I} is a complete set of alternatives. 
iv) If {F ~W Fi / i E I} is a complete set of alternatives and {F1 ~W 1"1 d / 
j e J} is a complete set of alternatives then {F ~W Fi / i ~ 1-{1}} t j  
{F ~W F1 d / J ~ J} is a complete set of alternatives. 
v) If V(I" 1) ff  W and V(F2) ff  W then: 
1"1 ~w 1"2 is complete, iff UE(F1) = U~(F2). 
vi) Let F 1 ~w F2 be a correct ransformation. 
Then F 1 ~W 1-'2 is complete, iff for every substitution a e UE(Fj), there 
exists a $ with DOM($) ff  V(F2)-W, such that cr/wt.;)~ ~ UE(F2). [] 
In the case where an infinite number of free constants i  in the signature, it makes no 
difference to use ground substitutions instead of arbitrary substitutions for testing 
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completeness. If o-is an idempotent unifier of Fwi th  DOM(a)  = 1/(1"), then let cy c be the 
unifier, where every variable in l(cr) is replaced by a free constant not in F, such that 
different variables are replaced by different free constants. Obviously o" c is a unifier of / ' .  
Conversely, i f  cr c is a unifier o f / ' ,  then o'is also a unifier due to Lemma 2.1. We say a 
transformation F 1 ~ F 2 is protective, iff all variables in V(F2) - V(F1) are new ones. 
Similarly, we say a complete set of  alternatives {F  ~V(F)  Fi / i ~ I} is protective, if 
every transformation is protective. 
In the following we consider the union F I~F  2 of two problems F1 and 1" 2. Obviously 
we have UJF I~F2)  = U~g(F 1) ~ U~(F2). The following lemma shows that complete 
tranformations made on one conjunct can be lifted provided the transformations are 
protective. 
5.4 Lemma.  Let A be a system of equations and let W be a set of variables 
i) Let F 1 and F 2 be systems of equations and let F 1 ~V(FO 1-'2 be complete and 
protective. 
Then 1" 1 ty A ~W 1"2 U A is complete and protective. 
ii) Let F and F/, i ~ I be systems of equations and let {1" ~V(F)  Fi / i ~ I} be a 
complete, protective set of alternatives. 
Then {F ~ A ~W Fi ~ ,4 / i ~ I} is a complete, protective set of alternatives. 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove ii): 
"~": Let abe  a solution o fFuA withDOM(cr) f fV (F~,4) .  Since {F~V(F)  F i /  
i ~ I} is a complete set of alternatives, there exists an index j and a substitution 
~ U~;(I)) with DOM(~;) ~_ V( I ) )  and Cr/v(F ) =~/V(l"). Now o -~ is well-defined, 
since DOM(cr)c'ugOM(~) ~ V(1-). Hence cr~'r is a unifier o f / )  ~ A. 
"~": In order to prove the converse, let j  ~ I and let 9 be a solution of F/. ~ ,4 with 
DOM( 'O  f f  V( I ) ) .  There exists a substitution cr ~ U~(1") with DOM(rY) f f  V(F)  
and Cr/v(F ) = "~]V(F). The subst itut ion c rur  is wel l -def ined,  s ince 
DOM(cr)c~DOM(~) ~ V(I  9. Hence o-tJ~ris a unifier of F~ ,4. [] 
A special complete transformation is to replace a system/"by a complete set of N-unifiers 
of F. 
We use (or) to denote the system of equations that come from a substitution cr, i.e., if  
cr = {x I ~-- t 1 ..... x n r tn}, then (cr) = (x I = t 1 ..... x n = tn). 
5.5 Proposit ion. Let F be a unification problem and let U be a complete, protective set 
of  z-unifiers of  F, 
Then {F  ~V(F)  ((r) / cr ~ U} is a complete, protective set of alternatives. 
Proof. i) Protection is trivial 
ii) Correctness: Let ~: ~ U~(cr)) for some cr ~ U. Then we have zx =E ~ox for "all 
x ~ V(F). Hence cr_~ E z[V(/`)], which implies "r ~ U~F)  by Lemma 5.1. 
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iii) Completeness: Let -c ~ UE(F ). Then there exists a a ~ U, such that 
or_< E ~[V(F)], hence there exists a substitution s such that .,~cr =~g ~[V(F)]. For a 
component x = crx in (or), we have x ~ V(F), hence Zax = s and thus 
~.cr ~ U~((a)). Since Zcr =~: r we are ready by Lemma 5.2. 9 
The idempotency of unifiers is necessary in Proposition 5.5: 
Consider the system of equations (x = f(y)). Then {x r y c---x} is a most general 
unifier for F, but the system {x = f(x), y =x} is unsolvable. 
In the following we give some transformation rules acting on systems of multi- 
equations. These rules are don't  care rules (i.e., complete rules) that can be applied to 
each system of equations without effecting the solutions. Note that the definition of these 
rules is not a part of the definition of the general unification procedure in the next section. 
5.6 Definition. 
Rule: Merge. 
{M1, M2} u l~ {M 1 uM21 ~1-', 
ifM1 ~M2 #0.  
Rule: Trivial Multl-equations. 
{M} uF~ F, 
if M contains only one element. 
Rule: Auxiliary Variables. 
{M} ty F ~W {M-{z}} ~ r, 
if z ~ W and z does not occur in V(F) or in V(M-{z}). 
Rule: Theory-Merge. 
{M1, M2} ~1-" ~ {M 1 ~M2} ~F,  
if there are terms t1 e M 1 and t2 ~ M2 with t 1 =z+ t 2. 
Rule: Equal terms. 
{M} ~ 1" = {M-is]} t# F, 
if M contains two different erms s, t with s = E t. 
Rule: Demodulation. 
{s = U} ~1" ~ {s' = M} ty1" 
i f s  =Es' .  
Rule: Replacement. 
a) {s=t=Ml ,  r=M2} •1" =e~ [s=t=M1,  r [ j re- - t ]=M2}tYI  ~, 
if r/z =~g s. 
b) {r=s=t=M}u1"~ {r [ze - - t ]=s=t=M}uF 
if r/zc =E s. 
Rule: Variable elimination 
[x = t = M1} U F ~ {x = t = r ~ "r1" 
i f x  e; V(t). vdenotes the substitution {x ~ t}. 
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Rule: Renaming. 
1"2  {x ~ xTF~ fx = x'), 
where x ~ V(t) for some t ~ TER(I)  and x' is a new variable. 
Rule: Unfolding. 
{s =M)  UF  ~ {s[~r6--x] =M,x= s/g) UF  
if ~r is an occurrence in s and x is a new variable, 9 
Remarks. 
i) Note that the variable-elimination rule remains complete in the case x ~ V(t), 
however, the rule does not eliminate the variable x in this case. 
ii) The variable-elimination rule can be simulated by the replacement rule. 
ifi) Note that 'merge' usually means to consider only variables common to some multi- 
equations and that we consider also common terms. 
We are mostly interested in merged systems of multi-equations, i.e., in systems where 
all multi-equations are disjoint. 
5.7 Proposi t ion.  Any transformation defined by the rules in Definition 5.6 is 
complete. 
Proof. The completeness of the following rules is straightforward: Merge, trivial multi- 
equations, theory-merge, qual terms and demodulation. 
Variable elimination can be simulated by the replacement rule. 
The renaming rule can be simulated by some applications of the unfolding rule. 
Thus it is sufficient o show the completeness of the auxiliary variables rule, the 
replacement rule and the unfolding rule: 
Alaxili~y variables rule: 
"~": A solution a E U~({M} u 1") is also in U~({M-{z}} u F). 
"_D": Let o" ~ U•({M-{z}] u 1"). We can assume without loss of generality that 
z ~ D OM(a) .  Let if' := cr ~ {z ~ crt}, where t i s  some term in M. 
Obviously o" is an E-unifier of {M} ~ F. Furthermore o" = o" [W], since 
ze ;W.  
Replacement rule a): 
"~": Let o'be an E-unifier of {s = t = M 1, r = M2} ~F.  Then ors =~: o-t, hence 
cr(r[z~ 6-- t]) =E (Or)[ZC 6-- O't]) =E (Or)Ire 6-- r =E cr(r[zc 6-- sl) =E Or =E 
Or', for all terms r' eM 2. 
"2": Let o" be an E-unifier of {s = t = M1, r[~ ~ t] = M2} ~ 1". Then o's =E O-t, 
hence the same computation as in the "a"-case can be performed. 
Replacement rule b): Similar to version a). 
Unfoklin g rule: 
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"~":  Let cr be an E-unifier of {s = M} u F. Then we define o" := 
ff ~ [x r a(s/z)}. I t  is easy to see, that o" is an T-unifier of ( s [z  r x] = 
M, x = s /z )  u F. Furthermore a = 6' iV (  (s = M] u F)], since x is a new 
variable. 
"_D": Trivial. 9 
This proposition together with Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.5 shows also that the 
computation of complete sets of unifiers can be sequentialized. In order to solve F lo1"  2 
first compute a complete set {a I ..... a n) of unifiers of I"1, form a disjunction 
a lF  2 v ... v r 2, and then solve the systems a iF  2. The only requirement for this 
method to be complete is that he complete set of unifiers of F 1 is protective. 
We emphasize that the deletion of auxiliary variables is not just for the sake of 
efficiency, but is an important role that is used for termination of the general unification 
procedure (eft (Nutt et. al., 1987)). 
A eyele in Fis defined as follows: Letxi = t i, i =1 ..... n be equations in F, where x i is  a 
variable and t i is a nonvariable term, such that xi+ 1 ~ V(t i )  for i = 1 ..... n-1 and 
x 1 ~V(tn). Then xi, ti, i=l , . . . ,n is a cycle in F. A merged system of multi-equations/"is 
in sequential ly solved form, iff in every multiequation there is at most one 
nonvariable term and U contains no cycle. It is in solved form, iff in addition no 
variable in VAR(r )  occurs in some term from TER(F) .  Note that every sequentially 
solved system can be txansformed into a solved one by the replacement rule defined in 
Definition 5.6 without loosing solutions. From every F in solved form, we can 
immediately construct an idempotent substitution or/. as follows: I fM is a multi-equation 
in Fwith a nonvariable t rm t, then let o-Fx := t for all x e M. If M is a multi-equation in 
/'consisting only of variables, then choose avariable y e M and let orx := y for all other 
x eM. Obviously o'ris idempotent for systems Fin solved form. 
Solved systems of multi-equations have the right solution and are unitary solvable: 
5.8 Lemma. Let U be a solved equational system. Then {aF} is a set of most general 
T-unifiers of/2. 
Proof. That/" ~ (o'F) is a complete transformation, follows from Lemma 5.7, since 
(crr) can be transformed into/ 'by applying the merge rule. 
Let a be an T-unifier of (crF) = {x 1 = t I . . . . .  x n = tn}. Then crx i =~. eft i for 
i = 1 ..... n. It is sufficient o show cr =E cr cr F [V( / ' ) ] .  For x e {x I ..... Xn}, this 
follows from o-xi =~ ot i = cr6rx  i. Forx ~ V( t  1 ..... tn), we have o-x =E Off/--X, 
since cr/-x = x. 9 
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6. A Unification Procedure for Mixed Terms 
This section is devoted to the presentation f the general unification procedure for mixed 
terms in a combination EI+...+E n of n theories, its basic steps and the corresponding 
rules used in every step. The presentation is independent of the rules in section 5. The 
proof of termination and completeness follows in section 7. 
The procedure is unoptimized for the following reasons: It provides arelatively simple 
procedure in comparison with an optimized one, and it gives some insight into 
completeness and termination. 
We describe the procedure for a combination of n theories, rather than for two 
theories, since we failed in finding a construction method for a unification procedure for 
an arbitrary number of theories on the basis of a construction method for two theories. 
The reason is that we do not know how to solve arbitrary constant-elimination problems 
in a combined theory. 
We assume that for every j ~ {1 ..... n), an Ej-unification procedure and an 
Ej-constant-elimination procedure is given. For the theory E 0 (of variables and free 
constants), the corresponding algorithms are straightforward and either eturn 0 or {Id} 
as a complete set of unifiers or constant-eliminators. 
The input is an original system I"orig, and the set of significant variables is W := 
V(Fo@. The procedure transforms Forig into more and more specific systems of multi- 
equations. 
The procedure has six major steps: 
GU-Step 1) Use unfolding to make terms pure and use renaming to make 
terms belonging to different theories variable disjoint. 
GU-Step 2) Guess which multi-equations will possibly be merged (by 
identification) and then apply Efiunification. 
GU-Step 3) Label every multi-equation with some theory. 
GU-Step 4) Collapse terms whose theory is not the theory of their multi- 
equation. 
GU-Step 5) Select a constant-elimination problem. 
GU-Step 6) Solve the constant-elimination problem and return the obtained 
system if it is sequentially solved. 
The steps of the procednre are described using nondeterministic rules. To use it as a 
unification procedure means, actually, that all possible xecutions have to be tried. Hence 
this procedure can be viewed as a complete unification procedure, if for every unifier 0 of 
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Forig, it is possible to obtain a solved system F o that has a solution that is more general 
than 0 over V(Forig). 
This gives also some intuition as to the intention behind some rules. Suppose some 
unifier 0 of Forig is given. Then the procedure must have the possibility to navigate 
towards asolved system F 0 that is more general than 0, i.e., one of the nondeterrninistic 
branches must end up with F O. We direct he procedure as follows: The first step is only a 
syntactical one and preserves the solution space. We take the alternative provided by the 
second step, where on the general level all multi-equations that are unified by 0 are 
joined. Ej-unification is permitted to use the unifiers that are more general than 0 on the 
Ej-part of the current system of equations. In step three every multi-equation M is labeled 
with the semantical theory of Ot for t ~M, such that by step 4 terms with the wrong 
theory are collapsed, i.e., terms twhich have a syntactical theory different from Or. Since 
0 is a unifier, it solves every cycle of the system. In step 5 we select a constant- 
elimination problem corresponding to this solution of the cycles. Finally, in step 6 a 
solved system is obtained that has a solution that is more general than 0 on the set of 
significant variables V( Forig ). 
Now we give a formal description of the general procedure as a sequence of steps. 
Every step uses some explicitly given rules to transform the current system of multi- 
equations. The steps are always to be peffomed in sequential order, whereas the given 
rules in the description of each step may be used nondeterministically nd possibly more 
than once. If in some rule we say for example 'nondeterministically choose some cre U', 
then an implementation has to try every cr E U. In the description of the rules we use this 
term only for "don't know nondeterminism" rather than for "don't care nondeterminism". 
Significant variables are variables in W := V(Forig ), all other variables are called auxiliary. 
We denote the actual system of multi-equations by/"  and the actucal number of multi- 
equations by m, i.e.,/" = {M i / i = 1 .... ,m}. 
GU-Step 1. Transform l'orig using the following rules, such that every rule is applied 
as long as possible. First apply unfolding (GU-unfolding), then rename significant 
variables (GU-renaming-sv), then rename common variables (GU-renaming-cv), 
and finally apply the merge rule of Definition 5.6. 
Rule: GU-unfolding. 
{s = M) 0 F R ~ {s[ff 6- x7 : M, x' = s/~} • F R, 
i fs is a proper term, ff #A is an occurrence in s, such that s/rc is either 
an alien subterm ofs or a free constant,where F = {s = M} u F R andx' 
is a new variable. 
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Rule: GU-renaming.sv 
F ~{x~x'}F~{x=x'}  
i fx is a significant variable that occurs in some term in TER(F), and x' 
is a new variable. 
Rule: GU-renaming-cv. 
F ~ {x = x'} ~F ,  
if for two different heories Ej and E k there is an Ej-term s ~ TER(F) 
and an Ek-term t ~ TER(F) with x ~V(s) ~ V(t), 
where x' is a new variable, and F' is obtained from F by replacing 
every occurrence of the Ej-term s by {x r x'}s. 
After the application of these rules we label terms in VAR(F) ~ TER(F) as follows: For 
j ~{0,1 ..... n}, the Ej-terms are labeled Ej, and every auxiliary variable x is labeled by 
the theory of some term in which it occurs as subterm. In the next section it is shown that 
this is well-defined and that every auxiliary variable can be labeled. For j  = 0,1,..,n, let 
Zij := {t e M i / 1~i_~rn, t is labeled Ej} and let Fj := {Tij / l ~_i_~m} be the Eppart of F. We 
assume that the labeling is inherited after applications of substitutions in the following 
steps. 
GU-Step 2 
GU.Step 2.1 (Identification) 
Transform Finto F' as follows: 
Select nondeterministically an equivalence r lation - on F.. 
Construct/-" from F by joining multi-equations M i and Mj, iff M i - Mj. 
The following rule is used with highest priority in all the following steps of the 
entire procedure: 
Rule: GU.Anti.merge. Stop with failure, 
if there are two nondisjoint multi-equations M i and M k with i ~ k 
Due to this rule, the number m of multi-equations is fixed in the following steps. 
GU-Step 2.2 (Unification). 
Transform Fusing the rule GU-unification once for each j ~{0 ..... n}. 
Rule: GU.Unification. 
Transform Finto/-" as follows: 
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Let j  ~{0 ..... n}, and let U be a complete, protective set of Ej-unifiers 
of the 7~-part Fj. 
If U is empty, then stop with failure, otherwise, select nondeter- 
ministically some cre U. Construct/" as follows: 
1-" := {M i' / ] ~-i<m, M i' := (M i - Tij ) ~ (otij}, where tij is some term 
in Tij } . 
Now all sets T• are empty or singletons. 
GU-Step 3. For every multi-equation M i ~/ ' se lect  nondeteIministically some 
theory in {E 0, E 1 ..... En} and label M i with this theory. 
GU-Step  4. (Collapsing). 
GU-Step 4.1 For every i = 1 ..... m, add to every multi-equation M i a new extra 
variable Yi" 
These extra variables Yi will play the role of constant abstractions in the following 
rules. 
For j  = 0,1 ..... n we define the sets/__j and I+j as follows: 
Let I_j := {i / l_~i_~n, M i is not labeled with T_j] 
and let l+j := {i / l ~_i~_m, M i is labeled with E]}. 
The following step ensures that the labeling of terms is consistent with the labeling 
of multi-equations, i.e. that in multi-equations labeled Ej there do not occur terms 
that are labeled with another syntactical theory. 
Gu-Step 4.2 Apply GU-collapsing once for every theory Ej, j ~{0,1 ..... n}. 
Rule: GU-Collapsing. 
Transform F into / "  as follows: 
Let j ~ {0, 1,...,n}, let U be a complete, protective set of Ej-unifiers of 
the system (Tij = Y i / i  E l_j), where the Yi'S are considered as free 
constants. 
If U is empty, then stop with failure, otherwise, select nondeter- 
ministically some o" ~ U. Let/-" be constructed asfollows:/-" := 
{Mi' ] l_~i.qrn, M i' := Mi -  Tij if i ~ I j and M i' := (M i -  Tij) ~ oTij, i f  
i ~I+j}. 
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Now F has a special form. The sets 7"/./are mpty or singletons, and if Tij is nonempty, 
then the label of M i is Ej. We will denote the term that possibly occurs in Tij by t i, 
l _<i_<m. 
The remaining problem now is that the resulting system may have cycles involving more 
than one theory. 
Let Cmax: = {Yk ~ ti / lNi, k_gm, the labels of M k and M i are different}. 
GU-Step 5. Nondeterministically select a constant-elimination problem Cff  Cmax. 
Let Cj be the Ej.-part of C, i.e. the set of all pairs Yk e; t i in C, where ti is labeled with ~. 
GU-Step  6. 
GU-Step 6.1 Solve the constant elimination problem Cusing the following rule. 
Rule: GU-Constant-elimination. Transform/-'into F' as follows: 
Forj E {0,1,..n} let Uj be a complete, protective set of constant eliminators 
of Cj, where the Yk'S are considered as free constants. 
If some Uj is empty, then stop with failure, otherwise, for every 
j E {0,1 .... n} nondeterministically select some crj ~ Uj. Let c r := 
CroU... wcrn. 
Construct/-' from Fas follows: 
Let / "  := oF. For i = 1, .... m, denote very term crt i in/-" by t i' 
For every pair Yk ~ ti in C, do the following: 
Select a new variable x' and replace ti' by [Yk 6--x'}ti'. 
GlJ-Step 6.2 If F is sequentially solved, then return Fas solution, otherwise stop 
with failure. 
We give two examples to illustrate the procedure. 
6.1 Example. Let 231 be the empty theory with a unary function symbol g, let c be a free 
constant and let E 2 be the theory of Boolean rings. Let Forig :-- (g(x) = g(x*c)}. 
After GU-step 1, F is as follows: 
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i X Ti, 0 Ti, 1 Ti, 2 
] X ---- X '= X"  
2 c= y '  
3 g(x') = g(z') 
4 z' = x"*y '  
In the following, we direct the procedure to some particular solution and do not 
explore all alternatives. Thus we follow only one branch of the unification 
procedure. 
In the identification step, we select o join the first and fourth multi-equation. This 
yields: 
MI: x = x' = z' = x"  = x"*y '  
M2: c=y '  
M3: g(x') = g(z') 
6.2 
A complete, protective set of El-unifiers of the El-part {x' = z', g(x') = g(z')] is 
{{z' (--- x'}}. A complete set of E2-unifiers of the E2-part {x" = x"*y', {y73 is 
{{x" e-- x'"*y'}}. After application of all unification rules we obtain the following 
system. 
MI: x = x'  = x '"*y '  
M2: c = y'  
M3: g(x') 
In the GU-step 3 we select he following labeling: 
M 1 (E2): x = Yl = x" = x'"*y' 
M2 (-'Eo): Y2 = c = y' 
M3 (El): Y3 = g(x') 
There are two collapsing steps to perform, which result in 
M 1(E2): x= Yl =x"*Y2 
M2 (Eo): Y2 = c 
M3 (El): Y3 = g(Yl) 
We select he empty constant-elimination problem and finally obtain F since the 
above system is in sequentially solved form. The unifier corresponding to this 
solution is {x ~ x'"*c}. 
Example. Solving x - - f i x*y ) .  
Again we consider the unification in a combination of a Boolean ring with with a 
free binary function symbolf. Let Forig .'= (x =f(x*y)). 
This problem was posed by U.Martin at the first unification workshop in VaI d'Ajol 
as a test-example (C.Kirchner, 1987b). 
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After GU-step 1,/-'is as follows: 
i x T ,o 7" a 7" ,2 
1 x = f (z f l  = x" 
2 y= y '  
3 z l=  x '*y '  
In the identification step, we select o join the second and third multi-equation. This 
yields: 
Mr: x = f (zD = x'  
M2: y = zl = Y '= x'*y' 
A complete, protective set of El-unifiers of the El-part {{f(zl)}, {Zl}} is {Id}. A 
complete set of E2-unif iers of the E2-part {{X'}, {y' = x ' *y '}}  is 
{{y' ~--x'~y"}}. After application of all unification rules we obtain the following 
system. 
MI :  x = f (zD = x'  
M2: Y = Zl = X'*Y" 
In the GU-step 3 we select he following labeling: 
M 1 (El): x = Yl = f(zl) = x' 
M2 (E2): Y = Y2 = Zl = x'*y" 
We have to collapse x' to Yl and z I to Y2, resulting in 
M 1 (El): x = Yl =f(Y2) 
M2 (E2): y = y2 = Yl~y '' 
This problem is not cycle-free, hence constant-elimination s required. 
We have Cmax = {Yl ~ Yl*Y", Y2 ~ f(Y2)}. We select the constant-elimination 
problem C = {Yl ~ Yl *Y"}. In the example after Theorem 8.2 we show that the 
constant-eliminator of this problem is {y" ~-- y"'( l+Yl)}. The El-part is trivial, 
hence Id is a solution. The union is cr := {y" 4-.-- y"'*( l+yl)}, hence the constant- 
elimination step yields after application the following system. 
Mj (E1): x= Yl =f(Y2) 
M2 (E2): Y = Y2 = Yl*Y'"*( I  +Yl) 
Replacing the eliminated Yl by a new variable y.... yields: 
Mj (E1): X = Yl = f(Y2) 
M2 (E2): Y = Y2 = Y .... * y" '* ( l+ y"") 
This system is cycle-free, hence a solution is obtained. However, since we know 
more about Boolean tings, we can compute the solution more precisely using 
normalization i  BooIean tings. This results in the solution {y ~-- O, x ~-f(O)}. [] 
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Our general procedure r quires branching at several points. We can always choose among 
several equivalence relations, most general unifiers, labelings, collapse problem 
solutions, constant-elimlnation problems and solutions to constant-elimination problem. 
Thus this procedure is not very efficient. 
Efficiency could possibly be improved by avoiding the rigorous renaming of variables 
and the abstraction of constants, and by developing methods to cut redundant branches 
very early. Avoiding abstraction of constants requires a more complicated termination 
proof and a new rule for the handling of free constants hat appear in F. For example, let f  
and g be two idempotent, binary function symbols, i.e., we have the axiomsf(x, x) = x 
and g(x, x) = x. The system (f(x, a) = g(z, a)) has {x r a, z ~ a} as a solution. If the 
multi-equation Yl =f(x, a) = g(z, a) is labeled with E0, then it is not sufficient to collapse 
f(x, a) to Yl, since this problem is unsolvable. 
Furthermore a weaker unification rule may be very useful in practice. The idea is not to 
solve the whole ~.-part of Fbut only a subsystem. For example if in some multi-equation 
there are two terms x,t labeled by the same theory, where x is a variable and t a term not 
containing x, then we can make progress by applying {x 6-- t}, Similarly, it can be an 
improvement to do decomposition for decomposable function symbols (cf. (C.Kirchner, 
1985)), but it is not clear whether the procedure with decomposition terminates. 
7. Soundness ,  Terminat ion  and  Completeness  
of the  Procedure  GU 
In this section we prove that the procedure GU is sound, that it nondeterministically 
terminates and that it can be used as complete unification procedure. 
First we show that GU-step 1 is correct. 
7.1 Lemma. After GU-step 1, F satisfies the following properties: 
i) Every term in/"is pure. 
ii) For everyj = 1 ..... hand every Ef-termt~TER(F),  we have FRC(t) = ~. 
iii) For every j = l ..... n and every Eytenn t ~TER(F), we have V(t) n W = O. 
iv) For allj, k ~ {1 ..... n} withj ~k, and for each Efterm s eTER(F)  and each 
Ek-term t e TER(F), we have V(t) c~ V(s) = r 
v) Every auxiliary variable in Foccurs in some nonvariable t rm in F. 
vi) Fis merged. 
P roof .  
If the GU-unfolding rule is not applicable, then i) and ii) hold. Application of GU- 
renarning-sv, GU-renaming-cv ormerging leaves this property unchanged, hence i) 
and ii) hold. 
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If the GU-renaming-sv rule is no longer applicable, then iii) holds and since GU- 
renaming-cv does not introduce old variables, iii) holds at the end of GU-step 1. 
If the GU-renaming-cv is no longer applicable, then iv) holds. 
Property v) is true, since every time an auxiliary variable is introduced into 
VAR(1D, a nonvariable t rm tremains in F and t contains this variable. 
Obviously Fis merged at the end of GU-step 1. [] 
7.2 Lemma. Every/-'in the steps 2 and 3 has the following properties 
i) V({Ti j  / i = 1 ..... m}) rn V({Tik / i = 1 ..... m}) = r for  j ~ k. 
ii) V({T i j / i  = 1 ..... m))  ~ W = 0 for all j = 1 ..... n. 
iii) For i = 1 ..... m and j = 1 ..... n, Tij contains only Ej-pure terms, and 
FRC(Ti j )  = r 
Proof. Follows, since in the rule GU-unification a complete set is protective. []
Let Y be the set ofyi 's introduced in step 4.1. Let Y+] be the subset of Yi'S contained in 
multi-equations labeled by Ej and let Y_j be the subset of Yi'S contained in multi-equations 
not labeled by Ej. 
7.3 Lemma. Every/-'in the steps 4, 5, and 6 has the following properties 
i) V({Ti j  / i = 1 ..... m}) ~ v ({r ik  / i = 1 ..... m))  ~ Y for j r k. 
ii) V(  {Tij [ i = 1 ..... rn} ) t'3 W = I~ for all j = 1 ..... n. 
iii) For i = 1 ..... m andj = 1 ..... n, Tij contains only Ej-pure terms, FRC(Ti j  ) = 
O, and Tij t"~ Y= (~. 
iv) For i = 1 ..... m and j = 1 ..... n, V (T i j )~Y  ~ Y_j. 
Proof. All stated properties are not changed by rule application. The anti-merge rule is 
necessary, since this rule precludes the instantiation of a variable in VAR(F)  by 
some variable Yi. Furthermore protectiveness of complete sets of unifiers and 
complete sets of constant-efiminators is equired to obtain these properties. []
7.4 Theorem. The procedure nondeterministically terminates. 
Proof. The only cause for nontermination can be GU-step 1. It is sufficient to show for 
every rule in GU-step 1 that it must terminate. GU-unfolding terminates, ince the 
multiset of all sizes of terms is properly decreased (for termination orderings using 
multi-sets (cf. (Dershowitz & Manna, 1979). GU-renaming-sv can be applied at 
most IWI times. GU-renaming-cv terminates, ince it makes the following set of 
pairs smaller ((x,t) / x ~ V(t), t e TER(F),  and there exists a s e TER(F)  with x 
V(s), such that t and s have a different theory]. [] 
7.5 Lemma.  GU-step I preserves olutions, i.e., i f / "  is the system obtained after 
GU-step 1, then UE+(F)/w = UE+(Forig)/W. 
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Proof .  Follows from Proposition 5.7, since the application of every rule can be 
simulated by applications of rules defined in Definition 5.6. [] 
7.6 Theorem. The procedure is sound, i.e., for every returned system F, we have 
uE.(r)/w u +(rorig)/w. 
Proof. Lemma 7.5 shows that GU-step 1 preserves oiutions. Obviously, the 
identification rule and the failure rules are sound. Application of GU-unification is 
also sound, since it can be simulated by sound transformations a follows: Add (or) 
to F, apply a to 1", use the auxiliary variables rule to delete (a), finally use the equal 
terms rule to remove redundant terms. 
The same arguments apply to the GU-collapsing rule. 
Similar arguments apply to the GU-constant-elimination rule, except hat we have to 
argue that the replacement of eliminated variables by new ones is sound. But this is 
the case, since the variables Yk (considered as constants) are inessential in the 
corresponding term t i and hence Yk can be replaced in t i by new variables due to 
Lemma 4.1. This replacement does not affect he solutions, since the demodulation 
rule in Definition 5.6 is complete. 9
Now we show completeness of the general procedure. The idea of the proof is as follows: 
We assume given an E+-unifier 0 of Forig and show that there is a branch that yieIds a 
system F 0 in sequentially solved form, such that O/w e UE+ ( FO)/W. We do this in a 
sequence of lemmas. 
We say a solution 0 respects multi-equations iff Os i ;e~+ Osj for all different 1 <_ij_<m 
and for terms si ~Mi, sj ~Mj. 
7.7 Lemma. Let A be the system after GU-step 1 and let 0 be an E+-unifier of A. Then 
the identification in GU-step 2.1 permits to obtain a system F, such that 
0 ~ UE+(F) and 0 respects multi-equations. 
Proof .  Let A be the system after GU-step 1 and let 0 ~ UE+(A). We define the 
equivalence relation -on  multi-equations a  follows: Let M -N  iff OM =~+ ON. 
We construct F by joining all multi-equations M, N ~ Zl with M - N, Obviously, 0 
is also an E+-unifier of/2. 0 respects multi-equations by construction. []
7.8 Lemma. Let Fbe  the system after GU-step 2.1 and let 0 be a protective E+-unifier 
of F, which respects multi-equations. Then every application of the unification rule 
in GU-step 2.2 permits to obtain a system/", such that there exists a substitution 
O' ~ UE+(I-') with 0 =Ej O' [W], and 0' respects multi-equations. 
Proof .  Let F be the system after GU-step 2,1 or after some applications of the 
unification rule in GU-step 2.2, and let 0 e U~;+(F). Let j  ~ {0,1 ..... n} and let cr 
be an Ej-unifier of the Ej-part I) (from a complete, protective set), which is more 
general than O, i.e., 0 =Ej ~,cr [V(Fj)] for some 9~. Such a Ej-unifier o- exists by 
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Lemma 3.18. We can assume without loss of generality that DOM()O ~V(a I~) .  
Let/- '  be the new system of multi-equations constructed by the unification role. For 
O' := OL we show that 0' is an El-unifier of the new system/-" with 0 = ~zj O' [IV]. 
The newly constructed multi-equations in F'  are M i' = (M i - Tij ) u [r for 
i = 1 ..... rn. By Lemma 7.1 and by the assumption on DOM(L) ,  0and 0' have the 
same effect on the terms in M i - Tij. Since all significant variables are in VAR(F),  
but not in a theory-part, we have 0 =E] 0' [IV]. The newly constructed 0' is an 
Tj-unifier of F ,  since O'o'tij = O~o'tij =q~j 0% = Otij, and since 0 is an Tj-unifier 
of F. 
Hence we have also proved the last claim, namely that the GU-anfi-merge role is not 
applicable after selecting r as unifier. 9 
We say a solution 0 of F respects  theory- label ing of mult i -equations, iff for 
every multi-equation M i E F and every s ~ M i, the semantical theory of Os i is equal to the 
theory-label of M i. 
7.9 Lemma. Let F be the system before GU-step 3 and let 0 be an E+-unifier of F 
which respects multi-equations. Then application of GU-step 3 permits to obtain a 
system/-', such that 0 is an E+-unifier of F and 0 respect multi-equations and their 
theory-labeling. 
Proof. For every multi-equation M i we select as label the semantical theory of Os i for 
some s i ~ M i. 9 
7.10 Lemma. Let F be the system after GU-step 4.1 or after some applications of the 
GU-collapsing rule and let 0 be a protective E+-unifier of F which respects multi- 
equations and their theory-labeling. 
Then every application of the collapsing rule in GU-step 4.2 permits to obtain a 
system Iv, such that there exists a substitution O' e UE+(1-*) with 0 =Ej 0' [W] 
and 0' respects multi-equations and their theory-labeling. 
Proof. Let 0 and Fbe  as stated in the conditions of the theorem. We can assume without 
loss of generality that/9 is E+-normalized by Lemma 3.13. 
Let j ~ (0,1 ..... n} and let A := (tij = Yi [ i E l_j) be the collapsing problem to be 
solved in the GU-collapsing rule. We have to show that the collapsing rule provides 
an Ej-unifier a, such that there is a unifier 0' of/'* constructed with a, such that 
0 = E+ O' [W].  
Let a be a strong Ej-variable-abstraction. LetVj := V(Fj) and let 00 := a(O/vjwy_j). 
Since 0 respects theory labeling of multi-equations, we have that the terms 03' i for 
i ~ 1 4 are abstracted by different variables v i = ~x(OYi). Let Oabs := 
{Vi r Yi / i ~l. j} 00. We collect the new variables introduced by Oab s in a set Z. 
Let )~rev be the substitution that reverses the abstraction and let "%0 := 
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~'rev{Yi +'" Vi/ i ~l_j}, i.e., ~oYi =E+ OYi for i ~ I.j, DOM(&o)  - Y~Z and 
0 =~§ ZoOabs lVfl. 
Due to Lemma 3.6, 2.1, and 3.17, and since the terms in Tij do not contain free 
constants, Oab s is an Efiunifier of the collapse-problem A with respect to Ej, and 
OabsYi = Yi for i ~ Y_j. 
Let cr be an Ej-unifier of A from a complete, protective set, where variables in Y.j 
are treated as free constants, such that o- is more general than Oab s, i.e., 
Oab s >_p.j cr [V(A)-Y.fl and DOM(cO ff Vj -Y.j. Since V(A) c Vj, we have also 
Oabs >--Ej ff [Vj]. Let ;L a be such that Oab s =Ej ~a a [Vj] with DOM(~, a ) f f  
I(~) - Y. Hence 0 =Ej ~,OOabs =Ej ~,0~,o a [Vfl. 
Let 0' := 0X0~o- 
i) e '= o [w]: 
Trivial, since W c'~DOM(Xo~ a) = ~. 
ii) O' respects multi-equations and their labeling: 
Therefore it is sufficient o consider the effect on the Yi'S in the multi- 
equations of/-', 
Let i ~ l.j. Then ey i = O'y i, since DOM(X a) ~ Y.] = r and A, oy i = Oy i. For 
i ~ I+j we have 0y i = O'y i, since Y+j f'Z)OM(~,O~a) = ~. Now 0' respects 
multi-equations and their theory-labeling in /-', since 0 respects multi- 
equations and their theory-labeling in F. 
iii) 0' is an an Efunifier of/-': 
We have already shown that 0y i = O'y i for all i ~ {1 ..... m}. 
Since 0 differs from O' only on the variables Vj, it is sufficient o show, that 
for all i e l+j with Tij ~r we have Otij =~zj O'~ where T o = {tiff: We 
compute: O'otij =Ej O~'O~o"O'tij =Ej OOtij = Otij. 9 
In the following lemma we use the following extension of the union of substitutions. Let 
cr k, k~ K, be substitutions such that for all i,k ~ K and for all x e 
DOM((ri) c~DOM(Crk) we have (r/x =E+ akX. Then the union LJ{atd k ~ K} is defined 
by LJ{(rk/ k ~ K}x = (rkX, i fx  e DOM((rk) for some k ~ K and tJ{crk/ k ~ K}x = x, 
otherwise. The union is well defined modulo =E+ by assumption. 
7.11 Lemma. Let P be the system after GU-step 5 and let 0 be a protective E+-unifier 
of Pwhich respects multi-equations and their theory-labeling. 
Then application of the GU-constant-elimination rule permits to obtain a 
sequentially solved system/-', such that there exists a substitution 0 '~ UE+(I-') 
with 0 =Ej O' [W]. 
Proof. Let 0 and/ 'be as stated in the conditions of the theorem. We can assume without 
loss of generality that DOM(O) = V(/`) and that 0 is E+-normalized by Lemma 
3.13. Now we select a constant:elimination problem as follows: Let C be the set of 
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pairs Yk ~ ti, such that M i and M k are labeled ifferently, M i contains a labeled term 
ti, and 0)2 k ~ ESS-ALIEN~j(Oti) where E l is the label ofM i. 
For 0_<d'~-n let Cj be the Ej-part of Cand let V].'= V(Fj.). 
Let tx be a strong Ej-variable-abstraction. let Ooj := tx(O/vjwY.j). Since 0 respects 
theory-labeling of multi-equations, we have that the terms 0y i for i ~ I.j are 
abstracted by different variables vi = ct(Yi). 
Let Oabsj := {v i +--Yi/i E I_j}Ooj. We collect the new variables introduced by 
Oabsd in a set Zj. Let 2revj be the substitution that reverses the abstraction and let 
~O,j := ~rev,j{Yi +-- vi / i ~I_j}, i.e., AOjy i =E+ 0Yi for Yi ~ Y-j and DOM()~Oj )
Y_] ~ Zj. Hence 0 =~;+ ~0j Oabsj [Vj]. 
The defined substitution Oabsj is a constant-elirninator of Cj, since OabsdYk = Yk for 
all Yk e Y.j. Let ~ be a constant-eliminator from a complete, protective set of 
Ej-constant-eliminators f Cj such that o). is more general than Oabsj. Then there 
exists a substitution %crj with DOM(Aa j )  f f  I(crj) - Y . j  and Oabs, j 
= tvyr . f l .  
Let o" :=  t.J{ty k / k = 0 ..... n} be the substitution applied in the constant-elimination 
rule. Let 0' := L){OAO, kAa, k / k = 0 ..... n}. 
i) 0' is well-defined, 0 respects multi-equations and 0' =~:+ 0 [IV]: 
The only variables common to some domains of )~OjAaj may be the variables 
Yi. We have OXo,jXa, j Yi = Ot, OjYi and since Aojy i is either Yi or 0yi, we 
obtain OAOjy i = Oy i. 
ii) O'orid =~z+ Otid: 
O'o'tid =~:+ 0'~" LJ{Crk/ k = 0 ..... n})tid 
=E+ O'~'tij 
=E+ (t'--J{O~'o,k~tr,k / k = 0 ..... n}) oGjtid 
= z+ OLo jZa j  ~ 
= E+ OZejOabsjti j  
=E+ OOtij = Otid. 
iii) 0' is an E+-unifier of/-': 
Holds, since the computation in ii) shows O'r j =E+ Otij, and the 
replacement of the eliminated variables by new ones does not change the 
E+-congruence-class of the terms tij. 
iv) /-" is in sequentially solved form: 
Assume there is a cycle in F'. Then the cycle is of the form 
# t Yi] = Sil', .... YO = sip with Yip e V(si,p. 1 ), and Yil e V(sip' ), where 
Yik ~ {Yi / i =1 ..... m} and sik' is a labeled term in/" .  
0' solves this cycle, since 0' is an ~;+-unifier of/-'. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that O'si]' has the smallest 
semantical theory height in this chain. Since the semantical theory of OSi2' iS 
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different from the semantical theory of Osil', the semantical theory height of 
Osi2' is greater than the semanticai theory heigth of OSil', hence we have 
Osi2' r ESS-ALIENgj(Osil ') by Theorem 4.4. This means Yi2 r til is a pair 
in C, where tii is the term in F that corresponds to si]'. Hence Yi2 is not a 
variable in the term Sil constructed from atil after application of the constant- 
elimination rule. This contradicts our assumption that we have a cycle. [] 
7.12 Theorem. The general unification procedure is complete. 
Proof. Let 0 be an E+-unifier of ['orig" We show that there exists a system F 0 that is 
reachable using the general procedure and such that there exists a solution Ofin of/"0 
with Ofi n =~:+ 0 [V(Forig)]. 
Lemma 7.5 shows that GU-step 1 preserves the solution space. Lemmas 7.7, 7.8, 
7.9, 7.10, and 7.11 permit to reach the system F o with a solution Ofi n with 
Ofin =E+ 0 [V(Forig)]. The proof of Lemma 2.3 shows that the assumption that the 
unifier is protective in the preconditions ofLemma 7.8 and 7.10 is not a restriction. 
Furthermore Lemma 7.11 shows that the final system is in sequentially solved 
form. [] 
7.13 Corollary. If there exist complete Ej-unification procedures for every system of 
equations including free constants and an algorithm for every theory Ej that 
provides complete sets of constant-eliminators for every constant-elimination 
problem, then our procedure is a correct and complete procedure for solving 
unification problems in systems of equations in the combination of the theories ~.. 
7.14 Corollary. If all Ej are finitary and there always exists a finite complete set of 
constant eliminators for Ej, then unification i  the combination is also finitary. 
Proof. The general procedure returns only finitely many solved systems of equations 
since at every choice-point there exist only a finite number of possible choices. [] 
7.15 Corollary. If all Ej are finitary and regular, then unification in the combination is
also finitary. 
Proof. In regular theories every nontrivial constant-elimination problem is unsolvable. 
Hence the claim holds by Corollary 7.14. [] 
8. Solving Constant-Elimination Problems 
In regular theories all nontrivial constant-elimination problems are unsolvable, i.e., if for 
all pairs c ~ t in C, we have c ~ FRC(t), then {Id} is a constant-eliminator, otherwise 
there is no constant-eliminator of C. in nonregular theories we can sometimes describe an 
algorithm for solving constant-elimination problems. 
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Note that in general it is obvious that a complete set of constant-eliminators is recursively 
enumerable. 
8.1 
Thus 
Constant-Elimination in Boolean Rings. 
The unification problem in Boolean rings (with symbols 0,1,*,+ ) is known to be 
decidable and unitary (Martin & Nipkow, 1986, Btittner & Simonis, 1986). It is 
well-known that terms in Boolean rings can be transformed into normal form as a 
sum of products (cf. I-Isiang & Dershowitz, 1983). Note that a term in normal form 
has no inessential variables or constants. 
We give a method for solving constant-elimination problems Cin Boolean rings. 
Let C = {c i ~ tij / i = 1 ..... n, j = 1 ..... rn} be a constant-elimination problem. Let C O 
:= {c i /  i = 1 ..... n} and let V 0 := V{t i j  / i = 1 ..... n, j = 1 ..... m} = {z k~ 
k = 1 ..... K}. Let  D be the set of all possible products of elements in CO, i.e., D := 
{Cil*Ci2*... *Cig / {i I ..... ig}~{] ..... n}}. Note that D contains the element 1 as an 
empty product and hence the set D generated by C O has 2n elements. 
We try a 'general' substitution cr with DOM(~r) = V O. A general representation is 
O'Zk = ,F,(Yk, d*d / d E D} , where Yk,d are different new variables and stand for terms 
not containing constants from CO. If we apply cr to Cwe get the representation 'tij 
= ~{t id ,d*d /d  e D},  where tij, d is a term not containing constants from C 0. 
The unification problem Fccorresponding to Cis as follows: Fc  := {tij, d = 0 / d eD 
where c i is a factor  o ld ,  i = 1 ..... n, ]=l  .... ,m }. This unification problem does not 
contain constants from C O and is to be solved without hese constants. The obtained 
mgu can be transformed into a solution of the constant-elimination problem C Since 
Boolean rings are unitary unifying, there is at most one most general constant- 
eliminator necessary in Boolean rings. 9 
we have the Theorem: 
8.2 Theorem. Constant-elimination problems in Boolean rings are unitary solvable. 9
As an example we solve the constant elimination problem C = {c ~ c 'y}:  Let y := 
Ya + Yb *c, where Ya and Yb are variables that stand for terms not containing c. The 
problem to be solved is c ~ c*(Ya +Yb*C) or equivalently c r c*(Ya + Yb) which in turn 
is equivalent o the condition ya+Yb = 0, since c is a free constant and Ya, Yb do not 
contain c. The unique solution is Ya = Yb, hence the most general constant-eliminator is 
{y <--- y ' ( l  +c)}.  
8.3 Constant-Elimination in Abelian Groups. 
Unification in free Abelian groups is considered in (Lankford et. al., 1984a) and it 
is shown there that it is of type unitary and that a set of most general unifiers can be 
computed by solving linear Diophantine quations. We use the operators +,-,0 in 
Abelian groups. It is well-known that terms in Abelian groups can be transformed 
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into normal form as a sum of the form Z, ni*a i, where ni*a i represents a sum of n i 
dements a i if n i is positive and a sum of -n i dements (-a~ if n i is negative. Note that 
a term in normal form contains no inessential variables or constants. 
We show how to solve constant elimination problems cin Abclian groups. 
Let C = {c i ~ tij / i = 1 ..... n, j = 1 ..... m} be a constant elimination problem. Let C o 
:= {c i /  i = 1 . . . . .  n} andlet  V 0 := V{t t j  / i = 1 ..... n, j = 1 ..... m} = {z k /  
k=l  .. . . .  K} .  
We try a general solution t7 of C. This solution has the form oz k = ~,{Zk, c / c e CO} 
+ Zk~, where Zk, c is a variable standing for a term nc*c , where n c is an integer and 
Zk, R does not contain constants from C O. If we apply a to tij we obtain (after 
rearranging) (rt O. = T,{tij,c / c ~CO} + ti,j,R, where tij,c contains all c-terms of 
o-to., i.e., all c's and all variables tanding for a sum of c's. The condition c i ~; t i j  is 
now equivalent to the condition tij, c i = 0. Thus the solution of the whole problem C 
can be solved by considering the unification problem F c := {tij, c i = 0 / i = 1 .... ,n, 
j = 1 ..... m}. Since unification in Abelian groups is unitary there is at most one 
most general constant eliminator necessary. [] 
Thus the following holds. 
8.3 Theorem. Constant-elimination problems in Abelian groups are unitary solvable. [] 
As an example we solve the constant elimination problem C = {a ~ a+b+x+y,  
b e~ a+b+x+y}. We replace x by Xa+Xb+X R, where xa stands for a term nl*a,  x b stands 
for a term n2*b and x R stands for a term not containing a's nor b's. We make a similar 
replacement for y by y = ya+Yb+yR.  The result ing problem is 
{a ~ a+b+Xa+Xb+XR+Ya+Yb+y R, b e; a+b+ Xa+Xb+XR + ya+Yb+yR}. 
This is equivalent to the system (a+Xa+Ya = O, b+Xb+Yb=O ). The most general solution is 
{Xa ~-- zl, Ya ~-- ( 'z l )+( 'a) ,  Xb 6-- z 2, Yb ~ ( 'z2)+('b)}.  This gives the most general 
constant eliminator {x <--- zl+ z2+x R, y <--- (-Zl)+(-a)+ (-z2)+(-b)+YR}. 
8.4 Constant-Elimination in Canonical Theories. 
Let E be a theory with a canonical term rewriting system R E. Then the first 
observation is that every term t in normal form does not contain inessential free 
variables or constants, ince the rewriting relation may remove variables from 
terms, but does not add new variables. Hence a solution 0 to a constant-elimination 
problem C = {ci r tij / i = 1 ..... n, j = 1 ..... m} has the property that 
c i ~ FRC((Otij)~L). Since we assume that an infinite number of free constants i in 
the signature, it is sufficient for an investigation fcompleteness to assume that 0 is 
ground and normalized by replacing variables by new free constants if necessary. If 
we know the solution 0 then consider the unification problem (tij = (Otij)g). We 
solve this problem by basic narrowing (Hullot, 1980, Nutt et. al., 1987). 
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Narrowing steps have to be performed only on the left hand side, (i.e. on tij) until 
there is a derived term t U' that is syntactically more general than (Otij),~. Obviously 
FRC(tij') does not contain c i. J.-M. Hullot (1980) has shown that basic narrowing 
is a complete unification procedure for theories admitting a canonical TRS. An 
application of this result shows that we get a complete set of constant-eliminators, if 
basic narrowing is performed on the terms tij and all narrowing substitutions are 
returned that correspond to a set of derived terms that satisfy the elimination 
conditions. 
For a special case of theories for which basic narrowing always terminates we 
obtain always finite complete sets of constant-eliminators. A criterion for 
termination of basic narrowing given in (Hullot, 1980) is that basic narrowing 
terminates on the right hand sides of the rules in a TRS. [] 
8.5 Theorem. Basic narrowing is a complete procedure for solving constant-elimination 
problems for theories admitting a canonical TRS. Furthermore, if basic narrowing 
always terminates, then constant-elimination problems are finitary solvable. [] 
8.6 Remark .  In order to have an approximation of the solutions of a constant- 
elimination problem, it is possible to use an idea of E. Tid6n (1986a). Instead of 
solving c ff t solve the unification problem t = t', where t' is obtained from t by 
replacing the constant c by a new constant c' and by renaming all variables in t. A 
complete set of  unifiers to this problem is complete for the constant-elimination 
problem, but it may contain unifiers that are not eliminators, hence for the exact 
solution a search for the right instances is necessary. Since the application of 
substitutions i always sound, such an approximation (E. Tid6n called it a total 
complete set of eliminators) may be of practical use. This idea provides a complete 
constant-elimination algorithm for several theories. 9
The following example shows that constant-elimination problems cannot be encoded as 
unification problems in a combination of a theory with free free function symbols. 
8.7 Example.  Let E := { g(x, x, y) = h(y)}. 
Consider the constant-elimination problem C := {a e~ g(x, a, y), b ~' g(y, b, x)}. 
The only solution is {x ~-- a, y ~-- b}. The encoding suggested by the method above 
would be (x I = g(x, fa(xl), y), x 2 = g(yfb(X2), x)), wherefa and fb are free unary 
function symbols. However, to remove the xl-cycle and x2-cycle requires the 
substitution {x ~ fa(Xl), x ~---fb(x2)}. This results in the equation system 
(x I = (fb(x~)), x2 = h(fa(xl))), which has no solution. [] 
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9. Results 
We state some theorems and corollaries concerning the unification properties of 
combinations ofknown theories, which foUow from the results in sections 7 and 8. 
9,1 Theorem. Unification in any disjoint combination of the following four kinds of 
theories i  fmitary and decidable: 
i) E is regular and has a finitary unification algorithm. 
ii) E is the theory of free Abelian groups. 
iii) E is the theory of free Boolean rings. 
iv) E admits a canonical TRS and basic narrowing terminates with respect to this 
TRS. 
Proof. Follows from the results in section 7 and section 8. [] 
9.2 Corollary. Unification in the disjoint combination of a free Boolean ring and free 
function symbols is finitary and decidable. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 9.1, since the empty theory satisfies 9.1 i). [] 
9.3 Corollary. Unification in the disjoint combination of a free Abelian group and free 
function symbols is finitary and decidable. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 9.1, since the empty theory satisfies 9.1 i). [] 
Note that unification in a combination of a Boolean ring and free function symbols is not 
unitary, since the unification problem (f(x)*f(y) = f(a)*f(b))  (cf. Martin & Nipkow, 
1986) has as a minimal complete set of unifiers consisting of two substitutions: {{x r 
y ~---b}, {y ~-- a, x ~b}},  which can be checked using one of the algorithms in (Boudet 
et. al., 1988, Crone-Rawe, 1988, Schmidt-Schaul3, 1987b). For the same reason the 
combination of Abelian groups with free function symbols is finitary. 
10. Decidability of Unification in E+ 
The following variation f the general procedure shows that unification in El+, . .+ E n is 
decidable if and only if for every theory Ej unification in the combination with free 
function symbols is decidable. The main differences to the general procedure are that 
unification and collapsing are delayed to the end of the procedure and that only certain 
elimination problems have to be considered. The delay of unification and collapsing is 
necessary, since complete sets of unifiers may be infinite. 
First we describe the nondeterministic test-procedure and then define some r quired 
notions: 
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Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
1. Apply GU-Step 1. 
2. Apply the general identification step from GU-Step 2.1. 
3. Label every multi-equation i / "by a theory Ej wherej ~ {0,1 ..... n} and add 
a new variable Yi to every multi-equation. (GU-Step 3 and GU-Step 4.1) 
4. Select nondeterministicaUy an irreflexive, linear ordering < on Y. 
5. For allj ~{0,1 ..... n} check unifiability of Aj (defined below) in the 
combination of ~ and free function symbols. Return 'unifiable', if this is the 
case for allj ~ {0,1, .... n}. 
Steps 1, 2 and 3 are almost he same as in the general combination procedure xcept hat 
there may be more than one term labeled with some theory in some multi-equation. In the 
following we consider the situation in step 4 and step 5. 
Let Y be the set of the new variables Yi introduced in step 3. 
We say 0 is an admissable solution of (F,<), iff i) 0 is an E+-normalized E+-unifier 
of F, which respects multi-equations and their labeling, ii) Oy i ~ ESS-ALIEN(OYk) 
implies Yi < Yk. 
Aj is constructed as follows: 
F 2- consists of the Ej-parts of the multi-equations together with the variables Yi. The 
unification problem Aj is defined as Aj := I~ t_2 {Yi = qi / i ~ I.j}, where qi is a term 
f i ( . . . ) , f i  is a (new) free function symbol with an appropriate arity and qi has as 
arguments all variables Yk with Yk < Yi and M k is labeled different from M i. 
10.1 Lemma. Let < be a transitive, acyclic relation on Y. 
Then < is embeddable into an irreflexive linear ordering <l. [] 
10.2 Lemma. Forig is E+-unifiable, iff an irreflexive, linear ordering < on Y is 
reachable by step 4, such that (F,<) has an admissible solution 0. 
Proof. "~":  since steps 1, 2 and 3 are sound. 
"~" :  Let 0 be an E+-unifier of 1"orig. By the same arguments as for the general 
procedure, after step 3 we can reach a system Fthat has an E+-normal ized 
E+-unifier O" that respects multi-equations and their labeling. Let Yi <' Yk if 
O'y i ~ ESS-ALIEN(O'Yk).  The transitive closure of <' is cycle-free due to 
Theorem 4.4, hence by Lemma 10.1 we can choose a linear, irreflexive ordering <, 
such that <' is embedded in <. [] 
10.3 Lemma. Let (F,<) be a system reached in step 4 and let Aj, j = 0 ..... n be the 
unification problems constructed as described above. 
If (F, <) has an admissible solution 0, then Aj is unifiable in a combination of Ej 
with free functions ymbols for all j = 0 ..... n. 
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Proof. Let 0 be an admissible solution of (F,<). Le t j  E{O,1 ..... n}. Similar as in the 
proof of  Lemma 7.10 we can construct an abstracted solution Oabs,j with the 
following properties: 
i) OabsdY i -- Yi for Yi ~ Y-j, 
ii) Oabsj is an ~-unifier of ~, 
iii) Oabsj is idempotent. 
iv) Yi ~ ESS-V(Oabs,jYk) implies Yi < Yk. 
From Oabsd we can construct due to Lemma 4.2 a substitution Oabsd" that satisfies 
i)-iv) and in addition Yi ~ V(Oabs,j'Yk) iff Yi ~ ESS'V(Oabs,jYk) for all variables 
Yi,Yk. 
Consider the system Aj ~ (Oabsj'). A complete transformation is to apply the 
substitution Oabsj' to/~ (as subsystem ofAj). This makes/~ to be a trivial system, 
hence the resulting system is {Yi = qi / Yi a Y.j} ~ (Oabsj'). 
Assume this system has a cycle. Every cycle is of the form z 1 = qil(... Wl...), Wl = 
t l ( . . .z2. . . )  . . . . .  wp = tp(...Zp+l...), where zp+ 1 = Zl, z i ~ Y.j and w i e Y+j. The 
definit ion of the terms qi implies wi < z i for  all / =1 ..... p,  and 
zi+ 1 ~ ESS-V(Oabs,jWi), hence zi+ 1 < w i for all i = 1,...,p. This is a contradiction, 
since < is irreflexive. Hence {Yi = qi / Yi e Y.j} ~ (Oabsd') has no cycle and is 
sequentially solved. We conclude that Aj is unifiable in a combination of Ej and free 
function symbols. 9 
10.4 Lemma.  Let (F,<) be a system reached in step 4 and let Aj, j = 0 ..... n be the 
unification problems constructed asdescribed above. 
If for all j = 0 ..... n, Aj is unifiable in a combination of Ej with free functions 
symbols, then Fis unifiable. 
Proof. Let Aj be unifiable in a combination of Ej with free functions ymbols for all 
j = 0 ..... n. 
Then there exists a substitution Oj that solves Aj. We can assume that 0 is 
z~normalized. Similar as in the proof of Lemma 7.10 we construct an abstraction 
Oabsj of 0j with the following properties: i) OabsjY i = Yi for Yi ~ Y-j, ii) Oabsd is an 
E j -un i f ie r  of Fj ,  i i i )Oabs ,  j is idempotent, iv) for Yi  E Y_j:  
Oy i e ESS-ALIEN(tgabsjYk) is equivalent to Yi ~ ESS'V( OabsjYk). Note that this 
construction uses the fact, that in the combination of Ej with free function symbols, 
f( . . . )  ~ g(...) for different function symbols f,g, which follows from Lemma 3.13. 
Let tr := t J{Oabsj /V-Y/ J  = 1 ..... n}. This substitution is welI-defined, since the 
domains of the Oabsj's are mutually disjoint. 
Applying tr to F is  sound. Using the information that Oabsj unifies /~ yields a 
system/-" of the following form: {Yi = Ti / i = 1 ..... m}, where T i is either empty or 
a singleton. The essential variables occurring in a term in T i are in multi-equations 
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labeled different from the label of M i I fy  k is essential in ti, where t i eTi,  then Yi 
cannot occur in the term qk, hence Yi < Yk. 
Since < is cycle-free, the obtained system/-" can be brought into sequentially solved 
form by replacing inessential variables consistently by new variables. Hence/-" is 
solvable and hence Fis  solvable. [] 
10.5 Lemma. Let F by a unification problem. 
Then Forig is E+-unifiable, iff there is an execution of our test-procedure that 
returns "unifiable". 
Proof. ":=~": Let/-'be E+-unifiable. Then Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3 show that there exists 
an execution that returns "unifiable". 
"~" :  Assume the procedure returns "unifiable". Then Lemma 10.4 shows that the 
system obtained after step 3 is unifiable. Since the procedure is sound, this means 
-F'orig is unifiable. [] 
Finally, we have the following result on decidability of unification in the combined theory 
E+: 
10.6 Theorem.  Unification in E+ is decidable, if for every Ej, unification in a 
combination of ~- with free function symbols is decidable. 
Proof. There is only a finite number of possible branches. Furthermore the system Aj is 
constructible. The total correctness of the test procedure is shown in Lemma 10.5. 
[] 
I conjecture that a complete set of unifiers of unification problems can be computed by 
appropriately modifying the test-procedure of this section. 
The following open problem remains to be solved. 
10.7 Open Problem. Is unification in a combination of E with free functions 
decidable, if unification in Eis decidable? 
Conc lus ion .  
This paper gives a unification procedure for mixed terms in a combination of arbitrary 
disjoint equational theories. This procedure is constructed on the basis of an E-unification 
procedure for every involved theory and a method to solve constant-elimination problems 
in every theory 
It is not clear whether there exists a general method to construct an algorithm for 
constant-elimination from a unification algorithm as it is possible for Boolean rings and 
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Abelian groups or whether a theory with decidable E-unification also has decidable 
constant-elimination problems. 
The described general combination procedure has a high complexity, for exarnpIe for 
every significant variable in the problem we have to guess its semantical labeling, which 
appears to be unnecessary. So some research is needed to identify possible redundant 
steps in this procedure and to find more efficient versions of our procedure. In (Boudet 
et. al., 1988) an efficient unification procedure is given for the special case of a 
combination of an arbitrary theory with a simple theory. Ideas for optimizing combination 
algorithms can also be found in (Schmidt-Schaug, 1987b). Recently, Nipkow (1989) has 
investigated a efficient algorithm for matching in a disjoint combination of regular 
theories. 
Currently we are implementing an optimized version of our general combination 
procedure (Tepp, 1989). 
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